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Abstract

This thesis describes various extensive analytical and numerical modelling techniques,
which can be used for determination of the magnetic field inside the air gap of a tubular
permanent magnet (PM) actuator. From this magnetic field solution, the force profile
and electro-motive force (EMF) waveforms can be predicted. These models offer the
benefit of a fast computation time and therefore, they can be used as a coarse model in
an optimisation algorithm.

Firstly, the semi-analytical framework is derived, based on Fourier theory, where the axial
periodicity of the actuator is utilised. Therefore, the end effects, due to the finite length
of the stator, cannot be included in this model. The slotted stator gives rise to a very
complicated boundary value problem, and in order to solve this problem, a current sheet
model is used, hence the slotting effect and its related cogging force are excluded. The
Maxwell equations in terms of the magnetic vector potential are solved in the air gap of the
tubular PM actuator. From these magnetic field equations, the force waveform is derived
by means of the Maxwell Stress Tensor. This semi-analytical framework is extended for
skewed topologies, which offer the benefit of reducing the apparent force ripples, albeit
at a decrease of the mean force. Validation is performed with Finite Element Analysis
(FEA).

Secondly, in order to model the apparent cogging force due to the stator slots, a Schwarz
Christoffel (SC) conformal mapping is applied. The SC conformal mapping technique
offers the benefit of mapping a complicated boundary value problem to a very simple one,
where the magnetic field solutions are given in the literature. Therefore, it is possible to
calculate the magnetic field inside the air gap numerically for the given slotted structure.
From this magnetic field solution it is possible to determine the cogging force due to
the slotted stator, and the thrust force resulting from the stator currents. In all cases
acceptable agreement has been found between the semi-analytical and numerical solutions
and the FEA.
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Future PhD work

This work is a preparation for future PhD work in the IOP-EMVT II proposal Gauss
mount: a strut based on magnetism and control. The tubular permanent magnet actuator
should replace conventional passive suspension systems which are based on a spring and
a damper. A soft passive suspension can absorb the road vibrations giving high passen
ger comfort, however this results in a low manoeuvrability during cornering. Therefore, a
passive suspension is always a trade-off between high passenger comfort and high manoeu
vrability. An active suspension is capable of adjusting the spring and damper parameters,
hence no compromise has to be made and relative high manoeuvrability and passenger
comfort are achieved. Due to the tubular structure and its high force density, the tubular
permanent magnet actuator is a possible candidate for replacing the conventional strut.
In order to design such an actuator for low mass, low volume, high force and low force
ripple, extensive modelling is needed to be able to predict the electromagnetic behaviour
based on geometry and material parameters.
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Used symbols and abbreviations

Symbols

Quantity Unit Description
A Wb/m Magnetic Vector Potential
A m2 Area
a - Coefficient
B T Magnetic flux density
Brem T Remanence magnetic flux density of the magnets

B..J - Ordinary Bessel function of the first kind
By - Ordinary Bessel function of the second kind
BI - Modified Bessel function of the first kind
BK - Modified Bessel function of the second kind
b - Coefficient
C - Coefficient
c - Coefficient
D C/m2 Electric flux density
dx m Width of the Z-domain
dy m Height of the Z-domain
E V/m=N/C Electric field intensity
e - Unit vector
e V Electro-motive force (EMF)
:F A-turns Magneto-motive force (MMF)
F,F N Force
f N/m3 Force density vector

1 Hz Frequency
1(z) - SC-mapping function

9 m Airgap length
g(r) - Tranformation function
g' m Equivalent airgap length
H A/m Magnetic field intensity
He A/m Coercitive field intensity of the magnets
h m Height
I A Electric current
J A/m 2 Current density vector
Js A/m Surface current density

J - Imaginary unity, i = j=I
K - Function consisting of a Bessel integral
K i - Fourier coefficient of the current excitation
K w - Winding distribution
k - Integer coefficient
L H Inductance
L m Length
I - Lowerbound of an integral
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Quantity Unit Description
M A/m Magnetisation vector
A1ij H Mutual inductance between phases i and j

m'n l/m Spatial frequency of order n
N - Number of turns per slot
Np - Number of pole pairs
N s - Number of slots
Nph - Number of phases
N sp - Number of slots per phase
n - Harmonic number
p C/m2 Polarisation vector
P Tm2/A Permeance
p - Polygon
p - Number of periods
Q - Coefficient
r m Radial position
R A/(Tm2

) Reluctance
R m Radius
S m Skewing transformation
S m2 Surface
'IT' T 2 Maxwell Stress Tensor
Ten, Tsn - Coefficient
u m Position in the u-direction
V m3 Volume
v m/s Velocity in axial direction
v m Position in the v-direction
'Wi m Point in the W-domain
x m Position in the x-direction
y m Position in the y-direction
z m Axial position of the stator coordinate system
z' m Axial position in the translator coordinate system
Zi m Point in the Z-domain
CY rad Angle
CYp - Magnet-to-pole pitch ratio
(3 rad Angle
~s m Skewing amplitude
~z m Relative position between the stator and translator
E F/m Permittivity
Eo F/m Permittivity of vacuum (8.854.10- 12 )

/L Tm/A Permeability

/La Tm/A Permeability of vacuum (4/T .10-7 )

/Lr - Relative Permeability
\If Wb Flux linkage
¢ Wb Flux
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Subscripts

Subscript Description
I In region I
II In region II
III In region III
A Phase A
ag The center of the air gap
ax,z Axial direction
B Phase B
C Phase C
n Harmonic number
r Radial direction
s Surface
sk Skewed
unsk Unskewed
e Angular direction
W-dom In the W-domain
Z-dom In the Z-domain
..1 Orthogonal direction

Acronyms

Acronym Description
EMF Electro-motive force
FE Finite Element
FEA Finite Element Analysis
FEM Finite Element Method
MEC Magnetic Equivalent Circuit
MMF Magneto-motive force
RMS Root Mean Square
SC Schwarz-Christoffel
THD Total Harmonic Distortion
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1. INTRODUCTION

The actuator under consideration is a tubular permanent magnet (PM) actuator. A
tubular actuator can be regarded as a linear machine which is curled around the axis of
movement. A linear machine in his turn can be derived from a rotary machine by cutting
the rotor and unfolding it to a linear machine, as shown in Fig. 1.1. Commercially
available motors are shown in Fig. 1.2.

These actuators have the advantage of a high force density in axial direction, which make
them suitable for many industrial applications. Traditionally, these tasks where performed
by hydraulic or pneumatic actuators, but the replacement of a tubular permanent magnet
actuator can increase the reliablity, flexibility, ease of control and reduce weigth and
volume. Many industrial applications arise which have benefit in replacing the current
linear actuators by tubular PM actuators. The hydraulic and pneumatic actuators are
very inefficient due to the required continously pressurised system. Also the response is
very slow due to pressure losses and flexible hoses and the large mass due to the high
number of parts make these systems very inefficient. A conventional linear PM actuator
suffers from side effects, due to the finite depth, and end effects due to the finite length
of the machine. In a tubular PM actuator however, these side effects are eliminated due
to the tubular structure. Also the large attraction force which is existing in a linear PM
actuator does not exist in a tubular PM actuator due to the axisymmetry.

In order to be able to design such an actuator with a given set of geometry and performance
specifications, an extensive model is needed with a high accuracy and small computation
time. Since both requirements are often in contradiction, various models are m~ed in
combination with an optimisation routine, e.g. the Space Mapping technique [12]. It
is often a combination of a fast but less accurate model, the 'coarse model', together
with a slow but relative accurate model, the 'fine' model, which, in general, is a finite
element (FE) model. This thesis describes different analytical and numerical models which
can be used as a coarse model for optimisation. In most cases the analytical model is
preferred since it gives insight into the dependency of the various geometrical parameters
and material properties on the performance of the actuator.

Many numerical and analytical methods are existing for analysis, design and optimisation
of electrical machines, each with their own strength and pitfalls. Four models, which
appear in the literature, are

• The Magnetic Equivalent Circuit (MEC),

• The (semi-) analytical framework,

• The Schwarz-Christoffel (SC) conformal mapping technique,

• The Finite Element Method (FEM).



Brushless DC rotor

Cutting the rotor along the length

Unroll the rotor into a flat translator as in a linear PM machine

Curl the translator into a tubular one

Fig. 1.1: From a rotary machine to a tubular one.

Stator

Fig. 1.2: Commercially available tubular motors.

The magnetic equivalent circuit (MEC) is widely used because of its simplicity and relative
small computation time, see for example [5, 17, 18]. These equivalent circuits have the
analogy of an electric circuit and are a simplification of the governing Maxwell equations

aB
\7 x E=-at
\7xH=J

(1.1 )

(1.2)

In general, the simplification (1.1) in electrical networks is valid since the currents, ik,
are concentrated in wires and the voltages, Uk, ek, are clearly defined. However, in a
magnetic circuit the simplification (1.2) is not always valid since the flux, cI>k' does not have
predetermined paths due to the slot/tooth structure of the stator and/or translator. The
MEC method therefore, needs preliminary knowledge about the flux paths for calculation
of the different reluctances, R k , and the field distribution is only calculated at a few
discrete points of the structure which makes the force calculation very inaccurate. Further,
the reluctances are dependent on the amount of flux, due to the nonlinear ferromagnetic
material, which makes the calculation an iterative process.

The most elegant method for determination of the electromagnetic fields is the analytical
solution which provides the dependency of the geometry and the material properties on
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the performance. Another advantage is the small computation time, which makes it
suitable for a coarse model. The disadvantage of this method is that it only applies to the
linear case (no saturation) and a lot of assumptions and simplifications on the geometry
have to be made.

Schwarz-Christoffel conformal mapping is a technique which originates from the Riemann
mapping theorem (1851) and it is becoming usefull nowadays due to the computational
capabilities of microprocessors. It states that any simply connected region in the complex
plane can be conformally mapped onto any other, provided that neither is the entire plane.
This method can only handle geometries with a limited number of points but it is able
to calculate the field solution numerically at every point within a closed polygon. This
method cannot take saturation into account which limits its ability to the linear case.
However the computational time is relatively shorter then the finite element method
(FEM). This method is already applied for the various electrical machines with successive
results, [13, 14, 15, 16, 19].

The Finite Element Method (FEM) can be regarded as the most accurate one, because
it takes saturation into account and almost no simplification of the actual geometry is
needed. However, it is still not possible to model hysteresis losses since only the initial
BH-curve of the material is taken into account. The relatively long computation time
makes it unusefull for design and optimisation and in most cases it will only be used as a
fine model for verification.

This thesis describes the analytical framework and the SC conformal mapping technique
for determination of the magnetic field inside the air gap of the tubular PM actuator. In
Chapter 2, a description of the tubular PM actuator is given together with the FE model
used for verification, furthermore the geometrical parameters and material properties are
given which are used throughout this text. The semi-analytical framework for magneto
static analysis is given in Chapter 3, where the magnetic field due to the magnets and
the stator currents will be derived seperately. The total field solution is calculated by
superposition and used for electro-motive force (EMF), force and inductance calculation.
The extension for skewed topologies will be derived in Chapter 4 based upon the semi
analytical framework of Chapter 3. Various skewing topologies will be considered and the
influence on the EMF and force wavefroms will be shown. The cogging force related to
the slotting effect will be calculated with the SC-mapping technique in Chapter 5. Finally
conclusions will be drawn regarding the various derived models.

B.L.J. Gysen 13



2. DESCRIPTION OF THE TUBULAR PERMANENT
MAGNET ACTUATOR

In this section, the tubular PM actuator in Fig. 2.1 is described together with its func
tion, the FE model and the relevant dimensions and the material properties. The actuator
consists of two main parts, the magnets together with the inner tube is called the trans
lator and the slots with the three phase winding is called the stator. In order to perform
continouos linear motion, either the stator or the translator should be extended. This
is preferably the translator otherwise, extra coils should be energised which do not con
tribute to the thrust force. In this thesis, only the interior magnet topology is considered,
however the analysis can easily be applied to exterior magnet configurations using the
same strategy. The stator slots and the translator iron are made of ferromagnetic ma
terial. Furthermore, Np is the number of pole-pairs within the length of the stator, five
in this case. The total number of slots is 15 and therefore, a slot/pole/phase number,
Nspp of 1/2 is considered. The stator consists of a three phase concentrated winding
scheme, Nph = 3 and the number of turns per coil is denoted as N. Note that numerous
slot/pole/phase combinations and winding topologies are possible during analysis.

Stator iron

Magnets

Translator iron --

Fig. 2.1: The tubular permanent magnet actuator.



2.1 Coordinate systems

The stator is taken as a global reference frame, which means that the stator is fixed and
the translator is moving. The actuator has total symmetry around the z-axis thus, it is
convenient to use a cylindrical coordinate system, since the problem reduces to a two
dimensional one. Because the translator is moving independently, two coordinate systems
have to be taken into account. The coordinate system of the stator has coordinates
(r, z), where the origin for the radial direction is obviously in the center of the machine
and the origin in axial direction is in the middle of the axial length of the stator, see
Fig. 2.1. The coordinate system of the translator moves with respect to the stator in a
coordinate system denoted as (r, z') where the origin for the radial direction is the same,
since no excentricity is considered, and the origin in axial direction is in the middle of
the axial length of the translator, see also Fig. 2.1. Only movement in axial direction
is possible and therefore, the two coordinate systems differ only in axial direction, where
the difference is defined as ~z = (z - zo) - (z' - zb). For simplicity, take the offsets equal
to zero, Zo = zb = 0, which gives ~z = z - z'. The velocity of the translator is defined as
v(t) = d~z and the force is calculated with respect to the translator.

2.2 Force components

The force of the actuator results from the magnetic field due to the magnets which in
teracts with the currents in the stator coils, the so called 'Lorentz force'. Also other
force components result from the total field interferring with the slotted ferromagnetic
structure of the stator. The latter is most of the times referred as the cogging force. This
cogging force consists of two seperable parts, the first is by interaction of the magnetic
field at the stator teeth tips, called the slotting effect, and the related cogging force is the
slot cogging. The second is due to the interaction of the magnetic field at the ends of the
stator, called the end effect, and the related cogging force is referred as the end cogging.
During magnetostatic analysis, one can describe the magnetic field in terms of Fourier
components for every spatial frequency existing in the periodical structure. The mean
force results from interaction between spatial frequencies of the magnetic field of the mag
nets with the same frequencies of the stator currents, where the magnitude of the latter is
determined by the amplitude of the current. If an ideal Halbach magnetised topology is
considered, the magnetic field of the magnets has only a fundamental harmonic. There
fore, it is beneficial to use AC excitation with the same fundamental spatial frequency
which results in a constant mean force, disregarding end and slotting effects. If however a
radial magnetised topology with full pitch magnets is considered, then it is more beneficial
to use DC excitation since also higher spatial frequencies contribute to the mean force. In
order to obtain maximum mean force, the magnetic field of the magnets and the current
excitation have to be in phase for every position, this is established with commutation,
where the amplitude of the stator currents is dependent on the relative position between
stator and translator, ~z. Next to the mean force, different spatial frequencies cause force
ripples. For example the fifth harmonic of the magnetic field due to the magnets together
with an AC excitation will result in a force ripple of the sixth harmonic. All combinations
exist but keep in mind that a three phase system is considered and therefore a lot of higher
harmonics cancel eachother. With AC excitation, this topology will have the mean force,
and multiples of the least common multiple of the number of slots and the number of
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poles within 360 electrical degrees. The topology considered in this thesis has 3 slots and
2 poles within 360 el.deg. and therefore, the force has ripples which are multiples of the
sixth harmonic (6,12,18, ... ). If for example a slot/pole combination of 3/4 is considered,
then the force will only have ripples of the twelfth harmonic and its multiples. If the same
dimensions are considered, these ripples will be lower since the magnets must be smaller
and therefore, the harmonics of the magnetic field of the magnets are lower, and as a
result, also the mean force will be lower. Thus for example, a slot/pole combination of
3/4 will have a lower mean force then a slot/pole combination of 3/2, but also the force
ripple will be lower.

The translator moves in axial direction with a total force, see Fig. 2.2, that consists of
four components:

• Mean force due to the magnetic field due to the magnets and the current excitation
of the same spatial frequencies,

• Force ripple due to the DC concentrated winding distribution and higher harmonics
of the magnetic field due to the magnets, see Fig. 2.3,

and the total cogging force, see Fig. 2.4, which consists of

• Cogging force due to the finite length of stator and translator, see Fig. 2.5,

• Cogging force due to the slotted structure, see Fig. 2.6.

An undesirable effect of a slotted tubular PM actuator is the apparent cogging force due
to the slotted structure and end effects. A way of eliminating the apparent force ripple,
is by means of skewing of the stator or translator (or both), [10]. In Chapter 4, the
analytical description of the skewed topology, disregarding end and slotting effects, is
given. Nevertheless, minimisation of the force ripple due to the winding distribution and
higher harmonics of the magnetic field due to the magnets, and minimisation of the total
harmonic distortion (THD) on the electro-motive force (EMF) is established.

B.L.J. Gysen 16
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2.3 Finite element modelling

The finite element model (FEM) is created with the software package FLUX 2D of
Cedrat®, [20]. The axisymmetry is used and therefore, a two-dimensional model is made
of the full actuator, see Fig. 2.8, where a zero flux boundary condition is applied to the
axis of symmetry. The iron is modelled by the non-linear BH-curve, given in the next sec
tion. During analysis the magnetic field solutions of the analytical and numerical models
are verified with the magnetic field solution of the FEM. However, in the analytical and
numerical models only one pole-pair of the total actuator is considered, excluding end
effects, and in order to compare this solution with the FEM, the magnetic field in the air
gap at the center pole-pair of the FEM is compared with the solution of the analytical and
numerical models. The reason for this is that in the center pole-pair of the machine, end
effects have minimal influence on the magnetic field distribution in the air gap. Another
option is to model only one pole-pair with periodical boundary conditions in the FEM,
but the current version of the software does not allow for this type of modelling, but it
will be shown that the use of only the center pole-pair gives acceptable agreement. When

Fig. 2.7: The mesh of one pole-pair of the FE model of the tubular PM actuator.

the force is calculated with the FEM, all the previous mentioned force components are in
cluded, however the analytical and numerical models do not include all these components.
In order to make a fair comparison of the accuracy of the solutions, the force calculated
by the FEM is splitted into the various components. First a total force calculation is
performed, which gives F tot . Afterwards a simulation for zero current is performed, which
gives the total cogging force including slotting and end effects, F cog . Then the stator of
the actuator is modelled as a full iron block and another simulation is performed resulting
in the cogging force component due to the end effects, Fend. The cogging force due to
the slotting effect is then obtained as F s10t = F cog - Fend, and the netto force component
without the cogging force is resulting from F net = F tot - F cog . This superposition principle
may only be applied if the actuator is not saturated and care must be taken using this
approach. The mesh of the FEM is shown in Fig. 2.7 for one pole-pair.

B.L.J. Gysen 18



Zero flux boundary

------------
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-- ......... ..........

......

Fig. 2.8: Cross section of the total tubular PM actuator and a closer look to one pole-pair.
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2.4 Dimensions and material properties

The ferromagnetic material of the stator slots and inner tube of the translator is chosen
to be steel 1010 with a saturation flux density of 1.9 T and an initial relative permeability
of 2063. The BH-curve is shown in Fig. 2.9. The magnet material is chosen to be

2
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0.8
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00 0.5 1.5 2
H (AIm)

2.5 3 3.5

x 10'

Fig. 2.9: The BH-curve of steel 1010.

neodymium iron boron, NdFeB30, with a remanent magnetic flux density, B rem , of 1.23
T, a relative recoil permeability, p'r, of 1.05 and a coercitive force, He, of 932 kA/m. The
linear demagnetisation curve is shown in Fig. 2.10. The non-magnetic material of the

,--------.-----~--___,_---.,__--___,1.4

B
rem

0.8

E
CD

0.6

0.4

0.2

_1LO----H~--.L8---_.L
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---_...L.
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---_-'-2-------'00

C H (AIm) x 105

Fig. 2.10: The demagnetisation curve of NdFeB30.

inner tube can be air or aluminium, which has a relative permeablity of 1. The stator
coils are made of copper where the relative permeability is equal to 1. In Fig. 2.11, one
pole-pair of the tubular permanent magnet actuator is shown together with the various
dimension parameters given in Table 2.1

B.L.J. Gysen 20



zz',

Fig. 2.11: One pole pair of the actuator with the relevant dimensions.

. .
Dimension Nominal value [mm] Description
hbi 7.8mm Height of the back iron
he 22.5 mm Height of the coils
hm 5mm Height of the magnets
ht 2mm Height of the teeth tips

9 1 mm Airgap length
N 1 Number of windings
Np 5 Number of pole-pairs facing the air gap
Nph 3 Number of phases
N s 15 Number of slots
N sp 5 Number of slots per phase N s / Nph

Rag 33.8 mm Mean radius of the air gap
Rb 5mm Radius of the aluminium bar
Ri 34.3 mm Inner radius of the stator
Rm 33.3 mm Outer radius of the magnets
Rr 28.3 mm Radius of the iron part of the rotor
Rs 66.6 mm Outer radius of the stator
Tm 32.3 mm Magnet pitch
Tp 32.3 mm Pole pitch
Tt 21.46 mm Slot pitch
Ttt 15.53 mm Tooth width
Ttp 19.1 mm Width of the teeth tips
Tw 3mm Width of the windings
Twp 64.6 mm Winding pitch
Tws 1.12 mm Width of the current sheets

Tab 2 l' The relevant dimensions of the tubular actuator with their nominal values.
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3. MAGNETOSTATIC ANALYSIS OF THE UNSKEWED
ACTUATOR

In this section the semi-analytical framework for the unskewed tubular PM actuator will be
derived. The framework is mainly based on [8, 21, 22, 23, 24], but the description is more
detailed and adapted to the tubular actuator described in the introduction. Everything is
based on the periodicity of one pole-pair in axial direction and therefore, no end effects are
included. Due to this periodicity, it is possible to use the Fourier theory in order to describe
the magnetisation vector and the winding distribution in the tubular actuator. Using this
theory, any random magnetisation topology or winding distribution can be regarded. In
this Chapter, the radial magnetisation and the halbach magnetisation are considered,
together with a three phase concentrated winding topology. One pole-pair of the tubular
actuator is divided into radial regions with periodical boundary conditions on each side, as
shown in Fig. 3.1. The magnetic field descriptions will then be considered for each region

Non-magnetic region /

Periodical boundary conditions

Fig. 3.1: Division in segments of one pole-pair of the tubular PM actuator.

seperately. This way of modelling has the advantage of having only boundaries in radial
direction, which reduces the complexity significantly, since the complexity of the semi
analytical description increases with the number of boundary conditions that is considered.
Because the stator is slotted, there are indeed axial boundary conditions inside the region
of the stator. But for simplicity the stator is modelled as a full iron cilinder (no axial
boundary conditions) with a current sheet distribution at the stator bore, Ri . Another
assumption is that only linear steel with infinite relative permeability is considered, this
assumption holds when the actuator will not be 'overloaded', so saturation will not occur
and the initial relative permeability of the steel is high (in the order of 1000). Because



the FE modelling is performed with nonlinear steel, a verification off this assumption can
be made. The reason why for this assumption is that the number of radial regions that
have to be considered decreases, as will be discussed. All the assumptions are summarised
below:

• Actuator consists of radial regions, tubes,

• Each region has axial periodical boundary conditions, end effects are excluded,

• Assuming linear steel with infinite permeability,

• Stator is modelled as a full iron tube, with a current sheet distribution at R i , slotting
effect is excluded.

Since the periodical boundary conditions at z, z' = -Tp and z, z' = Tp are applied, the
magnetic field solution will consist of a Fourier description with spatial frequencies, de
noted as m n , of I!:E. for integer n. This holds for the magnetic field of the magnets and

Tp

the stator currents. If for example a slot/pole combination of 3/4 is considered, then the
spatial frequencies of the magnetic field are doubled, whereas the spatial frequencies of
the magnetic field of the stator coils are kept the same.

Now, the field equations in terms of the magnetic vector potential for magnetostatic field
analysis will be derived. Below, the general Maxwell equations are given in differential
form, [6]

\lxH
aD (3.1)J + at'

\l.B 0, (3.2)

\lxE aB (3.3)
at'

\l.D p, (3.4)

where E is the electric field intensity, D the electric flux density, H the magnetic field
intensity, B the magnetic flux density, P the polarisation vector, M the magnetisation
vector, J the current density vector and p the free charge density. The consitutive relations
are given by

B

D

JLo(H + M),
EoE + P,

(3.5)
(3.6)

and since only stationary, linear, homogeneous and isotropic media are considered, the
consitutive relations reduce to

B

D
JLH,
EE,

(3.7)
(3.8)

where JL and E are the permeability and permittivity of the media, respectively. First,
only the magnetostatic case is considered, this means that there is no time variation.
Mathematically, this means that aa~ = °and ~~ = 0, and the Maxwell equations reduce
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to

VxH J, (3.9)

V.B 0, (3.10)

VxE 0, (3.11)

V.D p. (3.12)

The problem reduces from one set of four coupled differential equations to two sets of two
coupled differential equations. Since the fields in the air gap of the actuator are mainly
magnetostatic fields, only the first set of coupled differential equations is considered.

If the divergence of a given vector field is zero, which is the case for the magnetic flux
density vector, B, then this vector field can be written as the curl of another vector field,
say A

V.B = 0 =? B = V x A, (3.13)

where A is defined as the magnetic vector potential. A vector field is uniquely defined
by its divergence and curl, therefore, in order to uniquely define the magnetic vector
potential, its divergence needs to be defined and for simplicity it is set to zero

V.A = 0 (Coulomb gauge). (3.14)

Using equation (3.14) and B = V x A into the first magnetostatic Maxwell equation gives

VxH J,

-lJ- B = J.Lo(H + M)

VxB Mo(J + V x M),

-lJ- B=V'xA

VxVxA Mo(J + V x M),

-lJ-

V2A - V(V.A) -Mo(J + V x M),

-lJ- (Coulomb gauge)

V2A -Mo(J + V x M), (3.15)

and the total problem is reduced to one differential equation together with its boundary
conditions. This type of differential equation, is known as 'Poissons equation', if however,
a source free region is considered, where J and M are equal to zero, then Poissons equation
reduces to a 'Laplace's equation' given by

(3.16)

Due to the axisymmetry, there is no magnetic flux density in the angular direction, Bo = 0
and the radial and axial component are independent of B

(3.17)

Due to the relation B = V x A, the magnetic vector potential has only a component in
the angular direction which is independent of B. Thus the magnetic vector potential can
be described as

B.L.J. Gysen

A = Ao(r, z)eo (3.18)
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Now, the left hand side of equation (3.15) or (3.16) can be written as

(3.19)

This differential equation will be solved for the regions of interest and the magnetic flux
density is derived from the magnetic vector potential. There are two field sources in the
actuator, the magnets and the coils. First, the flux density due to the magnets will be
derived for both radial and halbach magnetised slotted topologies. From that point on,
only a radial magnetised topology is considered. Next, the electro-motive force (EMF)
is calculated. Afterwards, the magnetic field of the stator currents is calculated for a
given winding distribution. Superposition is applied in order to calculate the total field
in the air gap and the magnets. The thrust force will be calculated based upon previous
magnetic field calculations by means of the Maxwell stress tensor. Finally, the self and
mutual inductances will be calculated.
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3.1 Magnetic field of the magnets

In Fig. 3.2, the radial regions of the actuator are shown for calculation of the magnetic field
distribution of the magnets. The non-magnetic region can be disregarded, because the
field sources, the magnets, are positioned between two regions with infinite permeability,
therefore, the non-magnetic region is isolated from any magnetic behaviour. With this
assumption, only the airgap and the magnet region have to be considered, where the
magnets can be either radial or halbach magnetised. The magnetic field equations in
terms of the magnetic vector potential for region I and II are given by

0,

-/LoY' x M.

(3.20)

(3.21 )

In the next sections, these field equations are solved for the radial and halbach magnetised
topology.

Hi

,
Z=Tp

Fig. 3.2: Radial regions of one pole-pair of the TPMA for calculation of the magnetic field of
the magnets.

3.1.1 Radial magnetised topology

In this section the radial magnetised topology is considered, the magnets are alternatively
magnetised in positive and negative radial direction. Therefore, the discription of the
magnetisation vector, M, is done by means of the Fourier series of a square wave

00

M Mrer = 2:: Mn sin(mnz')er ,

n=l

B.L.J. Gysen

2Brem 1- cos(n:7r) (17:7r(l- Q;p))
---------cos ,

/La 17:7r 2
(3.22)
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where m n = ~1f are the spatial frequencies, Tp is the pole pitch, Ctp is the magnet to pole
p

pitch ratio T m and e r is the unit vector in radial direction. In the FE model, only full
T p

pitch magnets are considered, and therefore evaluation of the magnetic field is performed
with Ctp equal to unity. Note that AIr is zero for even n. This gives for the right hand
side of equation (3.21)

6Mr
-/-10\7 x M = -/-1o--ee

6z'

_-f 2;em (1 - cos(mr)) cos (n7T(1 2- Ct
p
)) cos(mnz')ee

11=1 p

00

-/-10 L mnMn cos(mnz')ee.
n=l

(3.23)

The flux density as function of the vector potential is given by B = \7 x A and can be
written as

B Br(r, z')er + BZI (r, z')ez , (3.24)

Br
6Ae (3.25)
6z' '

6
(3.26)BZI - T(rAe),

r r

where ez l is the unit vector in the axial direction. The Poisson (3.20) and Laplace (3.21)
equations can be written as

(3.27)

(3.28)

These differential equations are solved by the method of seperation of variables, where
the summation can be disregarded since the differential equations should hold for every
n. The solution is a Bessel distribution in radial direction and a sinusoidal distribution
in axial direction, given by

B.L.J. Gysen

AI, ~ - ~ rL (GlnBI1(mnr) + b,nBKl(mnr)) cos(mnz'),

AlI, ~ - ~ ~n { ( Kan(m"r) + G2n) Bn (m"r)

- (Kbn(mnr) - b2n )SKl(mnr)} cos(mnz').

(3.29)

(3.30)
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where aIn, a2n, bIn and b2n , are constants resulting from the boundary conditions, BIo and
BKo are modified Bessel functions of the first and second kind respectively with order 0

(see Appendix A.l) and Kan(mnr), Kbn(mnr) are functions which result from substitution
of (3.30) into (3.15). This gives the following solutions for BIT' BIz" BUT and B Uzl

Bdr, z') ~ - ~ (alnBIl (m"r) + b,nBKl (mnr)) sinemnz'), (3.31)

B
"

,(r, z') = - ~ (aInBIa(m"r) - b,nBKO (mn r)) costmnz'), (3.32)

BnJr, z') ~ - ~ { ( Kan(mnr) + "2n) BIl (mnr)

- ( Kbn(mnr) - b2n )BKI(mnr)} sin(mnz'), (3.33)

Bn,,(r, z') ~ - ~ { ( Kan(mnr) + a2n) BIa(m"r)

+ ( Kbn(mnr) - b2n) BKo(mnr)} cos(mnz'), (3.34)

Derivation of the functions Kan(mnr) and Kbn(mnr) is done by substitution of (3.30) into
(3.15), using (6.10) and (6.11), which gives

mn{ (Kan(mnr) + a2n )BII(mnr) - ( + Kbn(mnr) - b2n)BKI(mnr)} cos(mnz')

- { mn ( Kan + a2n ) BI1 (mnr) + mn ( - Kbn (mnr) + b2n) Btel (mnr)

t5Kan (mnr ) ) t5Kbn (mnr) (}' ,+ t5r BIO(mnr + t5r BKO mnr) cos(mnz) = -/-tomnMn cos(mnz),

(3.35)

which simplifies to

(3.36)

Now define

(3.37)

(3.38)

for some lowerbounds hand l2 which will be defined later. Consider the following, for
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random functions F and G

j ffinr F(x)dx = {ffinr F(x)dx _ {II F(x)dx,
'1 Jo Jo

.JJ-

- :r(iffinr

F(x)dx -iII F(X)dX) = mnF(mnr).

(3.39)

(3.40)

If we substitute (3.37) and (3.38) into (3.36) and use property (3.40) we get

Bn (mnr)
mnl-loMn ) () ( ()BIO(mnr)BI1(mnr Breo mnr + Bn mnr)BIO mnr

BI1 (mnr)
+ mnl-loMn ( Breo(mnr) = l-lomnMn,

Bn mnr)Breo(mnr) + BreI (mnr)BIO(mnr)
(3.41)

which is true, thus the proposed definitions of Kan(mnr) and Kbn(mnr) are correct. Note
that the lowerbounds II and 12 used in Kan(mnr) and Kbn(mnr) can have any random
constant value.

Now the constants aln, a2n, bIn and b2n have to be derived with the given boundary
conditions. Because there are four unknowns, four independent boundary conditions are
needed. These boundary conditions are given by

BIz,lr=R; 0, (3.42)

Buz,lr=Rr 0, (3.43)

B Ir Ir=Rm BUr Ir=Rm, (3.44)

H1z,lr=Rm - Huz' Ir=Rm. (3.45)

The boundary conditions must hold for every harmonic and for all z', therefore the sum
mation can be eliminated but keep in mind that the equations must hold for every n .

• The first boundary condition (3.42) gives

BIz,(R,z') = -(alnBIo(mnRi) - blnBreo(mnR)) cos(mnz') = 0,

.JJ-

alnBIO(mnRi) = blnBreo(mnR),

B.L.J. Gysen

(3.46)
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• The second boundary condition (3.43) gives

BIIz1 (Rr, z') = - { ( Kan(mnRr) + a2n) BIO(mnRr)

+ (Kbn(mnRr) - b2n ) BICO(mnRr)} cos(mnz') = 0,

-U-

(Kan(mnRr) + a2n )BIO(mnRr) = - (Kbn(mnRr) - b2n )BICO(mnRr),

(3.47)

Because the lowerbounds II and l2 can be chosen randomly, this expression can be simpli
fied by taking II = l2 = mnRr which results in Kan(mnRr) = 0 and Kbn(mnRr) = 0 and
simplifies (3.47) to

(3.48)

• The third boundary condition (3.44) gives

BIr(Rm, z') = BIIr(Rm, z'),

-U-

- (alnBI I(mnRm) + blnBlC1 (mnRm)) sin(mnz')

= - { ( Kan (rn.nRm) + a2n ) BII (mnRm) - (Kbn (mnRm) - b2n) BICl (mnRm) } sin(mnz'),

which for BII (mnRm) = C7n and BICI (mnRm) = CSn together with (3.46) and (3.48) reduces
to:

(3.49)
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• The fourth boundary condition (2.25) gives

Bn ,(Rm,z')
z

- f-Lr (alnBIO(mnRm) - blnBx::o(mnRm)) cos(mnz')

= -{ (lCan(mnRm) + a2n) BIO(mnRm) + (lCbn(mnRm) - b2n ) Bx::o(mnRm)} cos(mnz')

which for BIO(mnRm) = C5n and Bx::o(mnRm) = C6n together with (3.46) and (3.48) reduces
to

In summary:

(3.50)

Cln = BIO(mnRi ),

C3n = BIQ(mnRr),

C5n = BIO(mnRm),

C7n = BI ! (mnRm),

C2n = Bx::o(mnRi ),

C4n = Bx::o(mnRr ),

C6n = Bx::o(mnRm),

CSn = Bn (mnRm), (3.51)

(3.52)

(3.53)

and aln, a2n, bIn and b2n can be solved from the set of four linear equations, (3.46), (3.48),
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(3.49) and (3.50)

(~+ ~) (~Kan(mnRm)+Kbn(mnRm))

a I n = ----,-----:.(fan. _------.,-.sm.)~(fill.+'--------.,-f1.n.)-+/-L (--'--------fan.+~£l.n.) ---'--------(.sm._'-------7-.£l.n.) ,
C4n C6n C2n CSn r C4n CSn C6n C2n

(~Kan(mnRm)+ Kbn(mnRm)) - /-Lr (~- ~ )aIn

(~-~:~)
CIn

bIn = -aIn,
C2n
C3n

b2n = -a2n'
C4n

(3.54)

(3.55)

(3.56)

(3.57)

These equations are implemented in MATLAB@ and the magnetic fields are calculated
for n upto 50. The integrals of (3.52) and (3.53) are calculated numerically. The magnet
to-pole pitch ratio Q;p is equal to 1. A Finite Element (FE) calculation is performed to
verify the semi-analytical model. In Fig. 3.3 the flux density in the center of the air gap,
Rag = Ri~Rm, is plotted for D.z = 0, resulting from the semi-analytical model and the FE
calculation.

-0.03 -0.02 -0.01 o
z' (m)

0.01 0.02 0.03

i=' ,O:F
r::o-

-0.5
-0.03 -0.02 -0.01 o

z' (m)
0.01 0.02 0.03

; :~E_""-----,-----:_llld¥-----J....-.-.~••_y-----'---...._H----'---~••_.I .. ----,----I:1_'3
-0.03 -0.02 -0.01 0 0.01 0.02 0.03

z' (m)

Fig. 3.3: Magnetic flux density of the magnets in the air gap for the radial magnetised topology
for .b. z = O.

Good agreement has been found between the semi-analytical solution and the FE solu
tion. The only difference is the slotting effect which introduces small fluctuations at the
positions where the coils are situated. This error is introduced due the abstraction from
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a slotted stator to a full iron tube. In Fig. 3.4, the amplitude of the radial and axial
component of the magnetic field of the magnets is plotted for every harmonic number, n.
It can be observed that the amplitude of the harmonics of the 23th order and higher have
an amplitude of less then 1% of the amplitude of the first harmonic of the radial magnetic
field.

•
•

50

• •

t ,
I , .

•

•* :-

• •
" •• •* .. ••

•
"

•
•

•

• • •
10-3

l---------"---------'-------J------'-----------"

o 10 20 30 40
Harmonic number n

Fig. 3.4: Amplitude of the different harmonics of the magnetic field of the magnets.
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3.1.2 Halbach magnetised topology

Now the halbach magnetised topology is considered. The same procedure is followed as
done for the radial magnetised topology. The magnetisation has now a radial and axial
component which are ideally sinusoidal distributed, M = Mrer + Mz,ez' with

M r = Alo sin(mlz'),

A1z ' = M ocos(mlz'),

where in this case ml = !!.... is the only spatial frequency and M o = .!J.r.=.
Tp ~o

So this gives for the right hand side of equation (3.21)

(3.58)

(3.59)

(
fJAlr fJMz') (fJ(MoSin(m1Z'))) ,

-/1oV'xM = -/10 fJz' -~ eo = -/10 fJz' eo = -mlBremcOs(mlz )eo.

(3.60)
Therefore, the Poisson and Laplace equations (3.21) and (3.20) can be written as

(3.61 )

(3.62)

These differential equations are again solved by the method of seperation of variables.
The solution is given by

Ale = - ~l (a1BIl(m1T) + b1BIC1(mIT)) cos(mlz'),

AIle = - ~l {(Ka(mlT)+a2)BIl(mlT)

+ ( - Kb(mIT) + b2)BIC1 (m1T)} cos(mlz'),

(3.63)

(3.64)

where aI, a2, b1 and b2, are constants resulting from the boundary conditions and
Ka(mlT), Kb(mlT) are functions which result from substitution of (3.64) into (3.62). This
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gives the following solutions for BIr , BIz" BUr and Buz,

BI)r, z') = - (a1BIl(m1r) + b1BK1 (mIr)) sin(mIZ'),

BIz/ (r, Z') = - (a1BIo(m1r) - b1BKo(m1r)) cos(mlZ'),

Bur(r,z') = -{ (Ka(m1r) +a2)BIl(m1r)

- (Kb(m1r) - b2) BKI (mlr) } sin(mlz'),

Buz,(r, Z') = -{ ( Ka(mlr) + a2) BIO(mlr)

+ (Kb(m1r) - b2)BKo(m1r)} cos(mlZ')'

Substitution of (3.64) into (3.62), using (6.10) and (6.11), gives

(3.65)

(3.66)

(3.67)

(3.68)

ml { (Ka(m1r) + a2)BI1 (m11') + ( - Kb(pr) + b2)BK1 (m1r)} cos(mlZ')

- {m1 (Ka(m1r) + a2)BI1(mIr) - mI (Kb(m1r) - b2)BKI(m1r)

c5Ka(mlr) c5Kb(mlr) }' ,
+ c5r BIO(mlr) + c5r BKO(mlr) cos(mI Z ) = -mlBrem cos(mlz ),

(3.69)

which simplifies to:

(3.70)

Now define again

(3.71 )

(3.72)

for some lowerbounds 13 and 14 which will be defined later.

If (3.71) and (3.72) is substituted into (3.70), using property (3.40), it results in

(3.73)
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which is again true which again concludes that the functions Ka(mlr) and Kb(mlr) can
be described as equations (3.71) and (3.72), respectively. Note that the lowerbounds l3
and l4 used in (3.71) and (3.72) can have any random value.

Now the constants aI, a2, bl and b2 are derived with the given boundary conditions. These
are the same as in the radial magnetised topology (3.42)-(3.45) .

• The first boundary condition (3.42) gives:

BIz/ (Rs , z') = - (ajBIo(mjRi) - bIBK:o(mjRi)) cos(mlz') = 0,

-U-

aIBIO(mIRi) = bIBK:o(mIR),

alcl b1C2,

-U-

bl
CI
-al·
C2

(3.74)

• The second boundary condition (3.43) gives

Buz, (Rr, z') = - { ( Ka(mIRr ) + a2) BIO(mIRr)

+ (Kb(mIRr) - b2)BK:o(mIRr)} cos(mjz') = 0,

-U-

( Ka(mjRr) + a2) BIO(mIRr) = - ( Kb(mIRr) - b2) BK:o(mjRr),

(3.75)

Because the lowerbounds l3 and l4 can be chosen randomly, this expression can be sim
plified by taking l3 = l4 = mlRr which results in Ka(mIRr) = °and Kb(mIRr) = °and
simplifies (3.75) to

(3.76)
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• The third boundary condition (3.44) gives

B I, (Rm1 Z/) = B II , (Rm , z/),

JJ-

- (a1BIj (m1Rm) + b1BKj (m1Rm )) sin(mjz')

= -{ (Ka(mjRm) + a2)BIl(mlRm) + ( - Kb(m1Rm) + b2)BKl(mlRm)} sin(mlZ')'

which for BI1(m1Rm) = C7 and BK1(m1Rm) = Cg together with (3.74) and (3.76) reduces
to

(3.77)

• The fourth boundary condition (3.45) gives:

1 /) 1 ( /)--BII ,(Rm, Z + -!'viz' Rm, Z ,
~O~r z ~r

JJ-
~rBlz,(Rm,z') - BlIz,(Rm,z') + BremCOs(mlz'),

JJ-

- ~r (alBIo(mlRm) - blBKo(mlRm)) cos(mlz/) = - { ( Ka(m1Rm) + a2) BIO(m1Rm)

+ ( Kb(m1Rm) - b2) BKo(m1Rm)} cos(m1z') + Brem cos(mlz/),

which for BIO(m1Rm) = C5 and BKO(m1Rm) = C6 together with (3.74) and (3.76) reduces
to

(3.78)
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In summary:

Cl = BIO(mlRi ),

C3 = BIO(mlR,.),

C5 = BIO(mlRm ),

C7 = BI1(mlRm ),

C2 = BKO(mlRi ),

C4 = BKO(mlRr ),

C6 = BKO(mlRm ),

Cs = BK1(mlRm ), (3.79)

Cl
bl = -al,

C2

C3
b2 = -a2'

C4

(3.80)

(3.81)

(3.82)

(3.83)

(3.84)

(3.85)

These field equations are implemented in Matlab and the solution is calculated in the
center of the air gap for ~z = 0 where the results are shown in Fig. 3.5. It can be
observed that the magnetic field is perfectly sinusoidal as expected. No FE calculation
could be performed for an ideal halbach magnetised topology due to the current software
limitations.
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Fig. 3.5: Magnetic flux density of the magnets in the air gap for the halbach magnetised topology
for b.. z = O.
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3.1.3 The slotting effect

In general, a slotted machine will be used because of higher performance. A slotted
machine has a smaller air gap and therefore, the main reluctance is lower which results in
a higher magnetic field and consequently a higher force. Nevertheless, the slots introduce
two effects. The first effect is the distortion in the field of the magnets at the point
between the slots, see Fig. 3.6. This distortion was already mentioned in section 3.1.1 in

Fig. 3.6: Field distortion between the slots

Fig. 3.3. The second effect is that the magnetic field does not cross the air gap in the
radial direction at the positions of the coils, but it frings towards the slots. introducing
an axial component. This fringing field will further be mentioned as the slotting effect,
which has a related cogging force. Also, since a part of the flux has to fring towards the
slots, the flux path will be longer, increasing the reluctance and therefore also decreasing
the magnetic flux density.

The second effect is that a part of the flux flows through the coils instead of through the
back iron which is in fact a sort of leakage flux since this amount of flux only contributes
contribute to the total flux linkage of the coil. The total flux linkage is therefore decreased,
and consequently the emf and force decreases. Altough this is not visible in Fig. 3.6, this
effect is always present. But, due to the small windings compared to the slot width, this
effect will be small in this case, especially at saturation.

When a MEC model is considered, the length of the air gap, g, is extended in order
to account for the leakage flux. This is done by means of a Carter's coefficient, which
determines the length of the equivalent air gap, g', depending on the tooth pitch, Tt, and
the width of the windings, Tw . Carter derived this empherical formula by the conformal
mapping of a rectangular tooth, as also shown in [25], but since salient poles are consid
ered, this formula is not exact. With this coefficient, the form of the flux lines and the
flux density cannot be determined, and it is impossible to calculate the cogging force as
function of translator displacement due to the slotting effect.

In [1], a relative permeance function is used, which describes the variation of the per-
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meablity in the air gap. This permeance function is determined by means of 2D FE
calculations and curve fitting. But, since this is a very time-consuming method, this will
not be considered here. In Chapter 5, the slotting effect is determined by means of the
Schwarz-Christoffel conformal mapping of the salient slotted structure.
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3.2 EMF calculation

For the calculation of the EMF, the flux linkage imposed by every phase is needed. Since
only the magnetic field distribution in the air gap is known, the amount of flux in the air
gap that flows through the teeth of the corresponding phase needs to be calculated. This
is approximatly accomplished by integrating the radial component of the magnetic flux
density of the magnets, B Ir , at the inner radius of the stator, Ri , for the area of the tooth
of the phase that is considered, see Fig. 3.7 for an illustration. Thus, the flux linkage of

z = -:y z = -~ z = ~ z = "if

Fig. 3.7: Illustration of the flux imposed by every phase

every phase can be calculated as

WA NNsp { BIr(r,z')dS,
} SslotA

WE NNsp { B1r(r,z')dS,
} SslotB

We NNsp { BIr(r, z')dS,
} Sslotc

(3.86)

where N is the number of windings, Nsp is the number of slots per phase, Sslot is the area
of the slot at the inner radius of the stator and therefore, dS = 21fRidz which gives

~

WA 21fRiNNspj 2 BIr(Ri,z')dz,
:':1-
2

:':1-

WE 21f~NNsp I: BIr(Ri, z')dz,
2

_:':1-

We 21fRiNNspl~ BIr(Ri,z')dz,
2

(3.87)
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with N the number of windings and Nsp = NNs the number of slots per phase. Filling in
ph

the equation of BIT' gives

~oo

'b = - 21r RiNN,p h' ~ (Oln13n (mnR;) + b,n13KI (mnR,) ) sin ( m" (z - bo,)) dz

WB -21rR;NN,p1:~ (oln13z I(mnR;) + b,n13Kl (mnR;)) sin ( mn(z - bo,)) dz,

We - 21r R,NN,p1:~(aln13II (mnR;) + b,n13KI (mnR,)) sin ( mn(z - bo,)) dz,

(3.88)

Since the equations hold for every n, the integral and summation may be switched, which
gIVes

00 ~

WA ~ -27rR,NN,p~ (Oln13z I(mnR;) + bln13K1 (mnR;)) h' sin ( mn(z - boJ ) dz,

WB - -21rR,NN,p~ (Oln13z I(mnR;) + b,n13KI(mnR;)) 1: sin ( mn(z - bo,) )dZ,

We -21rRiN N,p~ (oln13zI (mnR,) + b,n13Kl (m"R;)) 1:sin ( mn(z - bo,) )dZ,

(3.89)

and after evaluation, the expressions become

WA ~21rR;NN,p~ ~n (aln13II (mnR;) + b,n13KI (mnR;) )

{ cos (mn(3;t - ~z)) - cos (mn(~ - ~z))},

'1J B =27fRiNNsp f _1_ (a1nBI1 (mnRi) + b1nBK1 (mnRi))
n=l m'n

{ cos ( mn(~ - ~z)) - cos ( mn(~ + ~z)) },
'1Jc =27fRiN Nsp f _1_ (a1nBIl(mnRi) + b1nBKl(mnRi))

m'nn=l

{ cos (mn(~ + ~z)) - cos (mn(3;t + ~z)) }.

(3.90)
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Using (6.16) and Tt = 2;p, simplifies the equations to

WA ~ -4"R;NN,p~ rr~n ("'nBr, (mnR;) + b,nBK ] (mnR;))

sin (ni) sin ( mn(Tt - 6z)),

Wn -4"R;NN,p~ ~n (",nBr, (mnRil + b,nBn (mnR;) )

sin ( ni) sin ( - mn 6 z),

Wc -4"R;NN,p~~ (GlnBT ] (mnR;) + b,nBn (mnR;) )

sin (ni) sin ( mn(-Tt - 6z)).
(3.91)

The EMF for each phase can be calculated as follows

ec (3.92)

which results in, after filling in the equations for the flux linkages,

eA -4"R;v(t)NN""~ (",nBTl (mnRi ) + b,nBn(rn"R;))

sin (ni) cos (mn(Tt - 6 z)),

en -4"R;v(t)NN""~ (",nBr, (mnR i ) + b,nBn (rn"R;))

sin ( ni)cos ( m n 6 z ) ,

ec -4"R;v(t)NN,p~ (alnBr] (rn"Ri ) + b,nBK ] (rnnR;))

sin (ni) cos ( mn(Tt + 6z)).
(3.93)

These EMF waveforms are calculated for a constant translator speed of v=0.5 mis, and
a displacement of 360 electrical degrees or 6 z = 0...2Tp . The results are shown in Fig. 3.8
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Fig. 3.8: Back EMF per winding at v=O.5 mls for the numerical calculation and the FE solution.

together with the FE solution. The number of windings, N, is equal to one giving the
EMF per winding. Again acceptable agreement has been found, altough the FE solution
is slightly lower, which is due the slotting effect which is not incorporated in the semi
analytical model. The assumption is made that the amount of flux entering the tooth at
the radius Ri links with every winding of the coil of the considered slot. However, a part
of the total flux leaks through the coils instead of flowing through the back iron of the
stator which reduces the total flux linkage and hence the EMF.
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3.3 Magnetic field of the stator currents

In this section the semi-analytical formulation of the magnetic field in the air gap due
to the stator currents is derived. The slotted stator is a complex structure and it is not
possible to split it up in radial regions as done in Section 2.1. This is due to the stator
slots and windings which introduce boundary conditions in the axial direction. Therefore,
the abstraction is made by ignoring everything that happens within the stator and only
look at the field distribution in the air gap. Thus, consider the stator as a full iron tube
and the stator currents as a current sheet which is positioned at the inner radius of the
stator, Ri . This is illustrated in Fig. 3.9. Hereby, the axial boundary conditions are
eliminated, which simplifies the mathematical description drastically. Because only the
field due to the stator currents is important, the magnets are considered as an air region.
This assumption is valid since the JLr of the magnets is almost equal to 1 using rare-earth
permanent magnets. In Fig. 3.10 one pole-pair of the actuator is shown, because the
magnets are modelled as an air region region I and region II can be regarded as a new
region III (air gap + magnets, JLr = 1). The iron is again assumed infinitly permeable and
end effects are excluded. With these assumptions, four of the five regions are eliminated
and only the field equation in one region has to be solved which makes the semi-analytical
description simpler as the one for the field of the magnets.

Current sheet at Ri

Fig. 3.9: Stator modelling for calculation of the ml;1gnetic field in the air gap due to the stator
currents.

3.3.1 Current sheet description

This section describes the current sheet distribution at the inner radius of the stator,
n. The surface current density, Js , is dependent on two variables. First of all it is
dependent on the axial distance, Z, due to winding distribution in the stator, which is a
concentrated winding topology in this case. Furthermore, it is dependent on the relative
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Fig. 3.10: Axial regions of one pole-pair of the TPMA for calculation of the field due to the
stator currents.

position between stator and translator, L}.z, since commutation has to be applied in order
to have a constant maximum force for all positions. The surface current density vector
can be described as

wher JA , JB and Jc are the surface current densities and K WA ' K WB and K wc are the
winding distributions of phase A, Band C respectively. The winding distribution, KWB '

can be described as a Fourier series and K WA and K wc are derived from K WB by a shift
in axial direction of -Tt and Tt respectively

~ K wn sin ( mn(z - 7,)

~ K wn sin ( mnz)

~Kwn sin (mn(Z+ 7,) (3.94)

(3.95)

As seen in (3.94) the Fourier series only consists of sinus terms because it is an odd
distribution since the current flows in opposite direction on the other side of the tooth.
After Fourier analysis, K wn is given by

2 {(nJr) (nJr( 3TW
))}K wn = - cos - - cos - 1 - - .Jrn 3 3 ~

Note that any winding topology can be described in this way, only K wn changes and
it may be necessary to include cosinus terms. If we consider sinusoidal excitation, the
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surface current densities JA, JB and Jc with reference to the proposed coordinate system
are given by

JA (K~Z 2K)
Johecos -----;; - 3 '

JB (K~z )Johecos -----;; ,

Jc (K~Z 2K) (3.96)Johecos -- + - ,
Tp 3

where Jo is the amplitude of the current density and he the height of the coils. But since
the EMF waveform is more a square waveform, it is more benificial to use DC excitation.
In that case the surface current densities JA, JB and Jc are described by a Fourier series

where K ik is given by

Jc

(3.97)

(3.98)

(3.99)

Kik = k2K{sin (k;) + sin (2~K)} (3.100)

The variable k is used instead of n in since both will appear in the force calculation and
distinction has to made between both summations. Altough DC excitation gives a higher
performance, only AC excitation will be considered from now on since it was not possible
to simulate DC excitation in the FE software with the available license and hence no
verification was possible.
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3.3.2 Field calculation

Now that the surface current density distribution, ls, as a function of z and D.z is known,
the magnetic vector potential in region III can be calculated. Since there are no sources
inside the air gap, the Poisson equation reduces to a Laplace equation, given by

\72 Am = 0,

and the boundary conditions in this case are

Bmz (R i , z)
Bmz (Rr , z)

(3.101 )

(3.102)

(3.103)

which together with the Laplace equation (3.101) results in the magnetic vector potential
in region III described as

(3.104)

with

(3.105)
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From these equations, the flux densities can be derived with B = \7 x A, which gives

BmZB

(3.106)

These equations are again implemented in MATLAB® for the nominal dimensions given
in Table 2.1. The magnetic field of the stator currents is calculated at the radius Rag for
Jo = 7.5A/mm2 and for sinusoidal excitation, the results together with the FE calculation
are given in Fig. 3.11 for .0.z = O.

It can be observed that the numerical solution has the same behaviour as the FE solution
but the peaks do not coincide with eachother. There is a shift in displacement, which
is the same for every peak. The distance between the two positive peaks of the semi
analytical solution is almost equal to Ttt and the distance between the two positive peaks
of the FE solution is almost equal to Ttp. This indicates a wrong discription of the current
sheet modelling with the wrong value of Tw . Thus, a better way to model the stator is by
a smaller Tw which is equal to Tws = Tt~TtP which is illustrated in Fig. 3.12. This error
occured since the saliency of the poles was not taken into account in the first place. Note
that by also changing the width of the current sheets, the surface current density has to
be corrected by a factor IJiL. The field solutions are now obtained by replacing Tw by Tws

Tws
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Fig. 3.11: Magnetic flux density in the air gap of the stator currrents for ~z = 0

and plotted in Fig. 3.13 for Jo = 7.5A/mm2 and b.z = O. Now an acceptable agreement
has been found between the semi-analytical solution and the FE solution. Altough there
is a large error at the sides which is at the position of coils A+ and C- which have a
current density of -3.75 A/mm 2 and 3.75 A/mm2 , respectively. This is an abrupt change
in sign of the current density, which is also visible in the change of the axial component of
the semi-analytical field solution, Emz . However, this abrupt changement is almost not
visible in the FE solution, because the coils are actually situated inside the stator. Since
the currents are equal but opposite, there is only a local magnetic field but further away,
in the air gap for example, no field is existing due these stator currents. Thus, this is an
error which is introduced by the current sheet model as illustrated in Fig. 3.14.

~
Current sheet at Hi

Fig. 3.12: Adapted stator modelling for calculation of the magnetic field in the air gap due to
the stator currents.
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Fig. 3.14: Illustration of the error in the magnetic field solution of the stator currents due to the
current sheet modelling.
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3.4 Total field solution

The total field distribution in the air gap is accomplished by superposition of the field
distribution due to the magnets and stator currents.

Bag B I + B III (3.107)

-ll-
B agr B Ir + B IIIr A + B IIIrB + B IIIrc , (3.108)

B agz BIz + B IIIzA + B lIlzB + B IIIzc ' (3.109)

Bag JB~gr + B~gZ' (3.110)

where BIz = BIz! (1', z' + ,6.z). In Fig. 3.15 the total semi-analytical field solution together
with the FE calculation is shown. The errors are mainly due to the slotting effect and
current sheet modelling as discussed in previous Sections.

:~c _:6 , ;,z ~ j-.~~~~;cal~
-0.03 -0.02 -0.01 0 0.01 0.02 0.03

z (m)

E~'~E
C) 0.5'

o
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o
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Fig. 3.15: Total flux density in the air gap for Llz = 0
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(3.111)

(3.112)

3.5 Force calculation

Now that the total description of the magnetic field in the air gap is given, the force can
be calculated. There are many ways of calculating the electromagnetic force, by means of
the Lorentz equation, the energy method or with the Maxwell stress tensor. The Lorentz
equation holds for current carying wires in a magnetic field. This approach could be used
in this case but later on end effects and slotting effects will be modelled. These effects
exist without the presence of current and therefore, the Lorentz equation cannot be used.
The energy method works under the assumption that the current is constant, or the flux
is constant, which is never the case. This method is the most useful when time discretion
is considered, and is therefore used in FE calculations. The force calculation by means of
the Maxwell stress tensor is the most general one, since it is always valid. Therefore, this
method will be used in our force calculation, and it is given by

F = ~ J 'If.ndS,
/-Lo Is

where S is the closed surface surrounding the object on which the force is calculated and
the tensor 'If is given by

lB'; - 1~12 BrBo BrBz]
'If = BoBr B~ - 1~12 BoBz .

B B B B B 2 _ IBI 2

z r z 0 z 2

Normally, the closed surface, S, should surround the total translator, but since end effects
are neglected and only one pole-pair of the total geometry is modelled, S only has to
surround one pole pair of the translator. The total force is then obtained by multiplication
with the number of pole-pairs, N p . The closed surface, S, is defined by the three surfaces
given by

Sl: r = Rag

S2: z = -'p

S3: z = 'p

with their normal vectors given by

for - 'p :::; z :::; 'p,
for a:::; r :::; Rag,

for a:::; r :::; Rag, (3.113)

(3.114)

But since the field solution at S2 is equal to S3 due to the periodical boundary conditions,
and the normal vector of both surfaces are in opposite direction, evaluation of (3.111) on
both surfaces results in zero. Therefore, only surface Sl has to be considered, and dS
is then given by 27T"Ragdz. The total force is then calculated by multiplication with the
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number of pole-pairs, Np . Evaluation of (3.111) gives

[~ J
[ 2 lEI' BrBe

13"13
0 1 [er J21rR N 1"' 13" - -2-ag p BeBr B 2 _ IBI2 BeBz . 0 dze 2

p,o -Tp B B BzBe
B2 _ IB[2 0 r=Ragz r z 2

-U-

Fr
21fRagNp jTPB 2 _ IBI 2

dz (3.115)
P,o -Tp r 2

r=Rag

Fe 21f RagNp jTP
BeBrdz (3.116)

P,o -Tp
r=Rag

Fz
21fRagNp jTPB d (3.117)zBr z

P,o -Tp r=Rag

Equation (3.115) gives us the radial strain, which is sometimes useful when bearings have
to be designed, but it will not be considered here. Equation (3.116) is zero, since Be is
zero which is expected due to the axisymmetry. The most important one is the axial force
given by (3.117). Altough this equation seems to be very simple, the evaluation is complex
since both field components are superpositions of other field components. Since all the
field equations are evaluated at r = Rag, the field equations can be written as a constant
times a sine or cosine function for every harmonic, which simplifies the formulation. Define

Qin - (aInBr1 (mnRag ) + bInBKI (mnRag )) ,

Q2n - (alnBro(mnRag) - blnBKo(mnRag)),

Q3n ( 1 ) {C4nBr1(mnRag) + C3nBK1(mnRag)},
C4nCln - C2nC3n

Q4n = ( -1 ) {C4nBro(mnRag) - C3nBKo(mnRag)},
C4nCln - C2nC3n

then the field equations at r = Rag can be written as
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B Ir - ~ QJn sin ( m,,(z + L'>,)), (3.122)

BIz ~ Q2n COS ( mn(z + L'>,)), (3.123)

B IIlrA !lOJA~ Kw"Q3n cos ( m,,(z - Tt )), (3.124)

B IIlzA !lOJA~ K w"Q4n sin ( m,,(z - Tt)), (3.125)

B IIlrB !lolE~ Kw"Q3n cos ( mnz), (3.126)

B IIlzB !loJB~Kw"Q4nsin (mnz)' (3.127)

B IIlrc !lo.Te~ Kw"Q3n cos ( mn(z + Tt)), (3.128)

B IIlzc - !lole~ Kw"Q4n sin ( mn(z + Tt)), (3.129)

During evaluation of (3.117), the trigonometric identities in Appendix A.2 are used, which
gives

-U-

F, 2"R"gNpTp~ K w " [

+Q,Q,{ JAcos ( mn(L'>, - Tt)) + JBcos ( mnL'>,) + Je cos ( mn(L'>, + Tt)) }

+Q,Q3 { JAcos (mn( L'>, - Tt)) + JBcos ( mnL'>,) + le cos (mn(L'>, + Tt)) }

+!'<JKw"Q3Q4 { JAJB sin(mnTt) + JAJe sin(2mn Tt) + .TBJAsin(-mnTt)

+JBJe sin(mnTt) + JeJAsin(- 2mnTt) + Je JBsin(-mnTt) } ] ,
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and since sin(0:) = - sin(-0:) this simplifies to

F. ~ 2JrR",N"Tp~ [(Q] Q4 + Q2Q3)

{ JAcos (mn(Ll.. - Tt)) + JBcos ( m"Ll..) + Jc COR ( m,,(Ll., + Tt)) }l
(3.130)

If (3.118)-(3.121) are substituted, and simplification is performed, the equation of the
force becomes

F. = JrR"gL=~ [Kw"Cn

{ J A eos ( mn(Ll.. - Ttl) + J B cos ( m"Ll..) + Jc cos ( mn(Ll.z +Tt)) }l
(3.131 )

with

and Lax = 2Np Tp the axial length of the stator. Now a simulation at constant speed is
done and force is calculated as function of the position ~z for a distance of 360 electrical
degrees (Twp ). The amplitude of the current density is 7.5 A/mm2 and the excitation
is sinusoidal. In Fig. 3.16 the numerical solution together with the two different FE
calculations is shown. One FE calculation is performed with the slotted stator and the
other FE calculation is performed with the stator modelled as a current sheet, applying the
same assumption as in the semi-analytical model. Again good agreement has been found
between the semi-analytical solution and the FE solution. The discrepancy is mainly
caused by the current sheet modelling which translates in a force error of the sixth and
twelfth harmonic, the mean value is almost exactly calculated. The different harmonics
of the force of the different models are given in Table 3.1.

Tab. 3.1: Amplitude of the harmonics of the force waveform for the different models.
Harmonic Semi-analytical FEM with slots FEM with current sheets
0 1586 1585 1589
6 -173.6 -82 -129
12 -58 0.2 -17.3
18 -25 16.8 10.2
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Fig. 3.16: Axial force for 360 electrical degrees with Jo = 7.5A/mm2 and sinusoidal excitation.
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3.6 Inductance calculation

In order to model the dynamic behaviour of the machine, the self-inductances and mutual
inductances for every phase must be known. The field distribution due to the stator coils
is solved, thus the self inductance of a phase can be calculated as follows

~ph ( )Lph = -1' 3.132
ph

where ~ph is the flux linkage due to the stator currents of the considered phase, which
is approximatly the amount of radial flux passing through the tooth of the considered
phase. This flux linkage is therefore given by

~A NNsp r BIIIrA(r,z)dS,
JSslatA

~B N Nsp r B IIIrB (r, z)dS,
JSslatB

~C NNsp r BIIIre(r,z)dS,
JSslate

(3.133)

where Sslot is the area of the slot at the inner radius of the stator and therefore dS =
21fRidz, which gives

~A

~c =

~

21fRiNNsp r2 B IIIr (Ri,z)dz,J!i A
2

!i

21fRiNNsp j 2 BIIIr (Ri, z)dz,
=2i B

2

=2i

21fRiNNsp j 2 B IIIr (Ri,z)dz,
- 3Tt e

2

(3.134)

and filling in the expressions for BIIIrA' BIIIrB' and BIIIre gives

(3.135)
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and since the expression should hold for every n, the integral and summation may be
switched which gives

'lJ A =

(3.136)

(3.137)

Evaluation of the integral results in

4nRiN NspJ-LOJA f K wn

m n (C4n Cln - C2n C3n)
n=l

{ C4nBIl (mnn) + C3nBn (mnRi ) } sin (n
3
n) ,

4nRiNNspJ-LOJB f (Kw
n

)

n=l m n C4n Cln - C2n C3n

{ C4nBIl (mnRi ) + C3nBJCl (mnRi ) } sin (n
3
n) ,

'Xl K
4nRiNNspJ-LoJc 2::= W

n
)

m n (C4n Cln - C2n C3n
n=l

{ C4nBIl (mnRi ) + C3nBJCl (mnRi ) } sin (n
3
n).

It can be observed that the formulas are identical for all the three phases which is as
expected since end effects are excluded.

The surface current densities can be written in function of the phase currents, I ph .

J
_ Nlph

ph - --,
Tws

and applying (3.132) gives the inductances

(3.138)

4nRiN
2 NspJ-Lo f K wn

Tws n=l m n (C4n Cln - C2n C3n)

{ C4nBI1 (mnRi ) + C3nBn (mnRi ) } sin (n
3
n). (3.139)
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The same derivation can be done for calculation of the mutual inductances

(3.140)

where \IlPhi,phj is the flux linkage of phase i due to a current of phase j. Since again end
effect are neglected, the assumption is made that Mphi,ph j = AIphj,phi' the flux linkages are
given by

\IIA,E

\II E,C

\IlC,A =

~

2JrRiNNsp r2 B llIr (Ri,z)dz,
) 7J. B

2

7J.

2JrRiNNsp J~ BllIre(Ri,z)dz,
2

:::::2t..

2JrRiNNsp r 2 B llIr (Ri, z)dz,
) ~37"t A

2

(3.141)

and after filling in the expressions for BllIrA , BllIrB , and B IIIre , the equations become

\IIA,E

\IIE,C

\IlC,A
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and after switching the integral and summation the expressions become

\IlAB =,

\II B,C

\IIC,A

00 K
27rRNNspf.10JB L ( W

n
)

n=l C4n Cl n - C2 n C3n

~

{C4nBn(mnRi)+C3nBKi(mnRi)} J~2 cos (mnZ)dZ1
2

00 K
27rRiNNspf.1oJc L ( W

n
)

n=l C4n Cln - C2n C3n

{ C4n lh, (mnR;) + c3n BK1 (mnR;)} .f~ cos ( mn(z + 7t) )dZ,
2

00 K
27rRiNNspf.1oJA L ( W

n
)

n=l C4n Cln - C2n C3n

{C4nBI1(rn,.R;) + C3nBK,(mnR;)} l~ cos (mn(z -7t) )dZ, (3,143)
2

Evaluating the integral gives

(3.144)

\IIA,B =
00 K

27rRiNNspf.1oJBL W
n

)
m n (C4n Cln - C2n C3n

n=l

{ C4nBYl (mnRi ) + C3n B Kl (mnRi ) } sin (n
3
7r) ,

27rRiNNspf.1oJc f K wn

m n (C4n Cln - C2n C3n)
n=l

{ C4n BI] (mnRi ) + C3n B Ki (mnRi ) } sin ( n
3
7r ) 1

00 K
27rRiN Nspf.1oJA L W

n

m'n(C4nCln - C2n C3n)
n=l

{C4n B n (mnRi ) + C3nBKi(mn R i )} sin (n
3
7r)

and applying equation (3.140) and (3.138) the mutual inductance can be expressed as

At .. -ph"phJ -

27rRi N 2Nsp f.1o f K wn

Tws m n (C4n Cln - C2n C3n)
n=l

{C4nBYl(mnRi) + C3nBKl(mn R i )} sin (n
3
7r), (3.145)

which is again the same for every phase as expected and equal to L;h. Finally the induc
tances per winding, N = 1, can be calculated and the results are

Ma.b Ma.c] [4. 14f.1H 2.07f.1H 2.07f.1H ]
Lb Mbc = 2.07f.1H 4.14f.1H 2.07f.1H .

A1cb L c 2.07f.1H 2.07f.1H 4.14f.1H
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The inductances can also be calculated with the FE software and those are given by

It can be observed that in the FE calculation the self inductances are not equal due to
the inclusion of the end effects, the same holds for the mutual inductances. However the
values are a factor 2.5 times higher then the semi-analytical solution. Due to the time
lag, this discrepancy is not investigated, but is a future research topic.
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4. SKEWING

A skewed topology offers the benefit of reducing the large cogging force in the tubular
actuator, [11]. Further, the force ripple due to the winding distribution and harmonics
of the magnetic field can be reduced. By skewing the magnets or the stator slots, the
variation of the flux linkage during movement is much smoother, giving a more sinusoidal
waveform, hence less force ripples. There are a variety of skewing possibilities, each with
their own practical advantages and disadvantages. A semi-analytical description of the
EMF- and force waveforms for different skewing topologies can give insight into which
skewing topology is the optimal one given the performance specifications.

Skewed finite element models need a lot of computation time and the current software
packages can only handle a linear skewing topology. When a skewed topology is modelled
with FE software, the total structure is divided into angular layers which are shifted in
axial direction. As mentioned before, these layers can only be shifted in a linear way. In
order to check the semi-analytical model for nonlinear skewing topologies, a MATLAB®
script is written which uses the unskewed FE results and calculates the skewed results
based upon a shift and add method, [11]. It is basically the same as how the FE software
handles the results but now also nonlinear skewing topologies can be calculated, and can
be expressed in a formula as

(4.1)

where esk is the skewed EMF waveform, eunsk is the unskewed EMF waveform, No the
number of angular layers and S is the skewing transformation which differs for every
skewing topology and will defined in the next section. This is exactly how the FLUX
software, [20], internally calculates linear skewing applied to rotary machines.

In the previous Chapter, the field equations in the air gap and the magnets were derived
in an axisymmetric coordinate system. It means that the derived field equations have
a two-dimensional discription. For force and EMF calculation the abstraction is made
by considering only the magnetic fields in the center of the air gap, Rag, and the inner
radius of the stator, R i , respectively. This abstraction reduced the field equations to a
one-dimensional discription. A skewed topology does not have axisymmetry anymore and
therefore, the field discriptions should be three-dimensional, but due to the abstraction of
considering a constant radius for calculation of force and EMF this description only has
to be two-dimensional.

In this Chapter, semi-analytical equations for the force and EMF waveforms for different
skewed topologies will be derived. These descriptions make use of the results in Chapter
3, together with a skewing transformation. First the use of this skewing transformation
is given and afterwards the EMF and force waveforms are calculated for both stator and
translator skewing. In the last section a comparative study is done for different skewing



topologies in order to find the skewing topology which gives the lowest force ripple with
a minimal reduction of the mean force.

4.1 Skew transformation

In Fig. 4.1 a skewing transformation is shown. The left drawing is a cylindrical magnet
array with a given radius where the magnets are magnetised in positive and negative
radial direction alternatively (denoted as colors), and at a given radius the magnetic field
is only dependent on z. In the right drawing, a linear skewing transformation is applied

skewing

*

Fig. 4.1: Skew transformation

and the magnetic field at a given radius becomes also dependent on e. If both topologies
could be linked by some transformation function then the field equations of Chapter 3
could be transformed to field equations which hold for a skewed topology. Skewing can be
regarded as a shift of the z-axis which is dependent on e. Therefore, define the skewing
transformation S as follows

Zsk Z + S (e) for stator skewing,

Zsk - Z' + S(e) for translator skewing.

Various skewing topologies exists, the ones discussed in [11] are given in Fig. 4.2.

The corresponding skewing transformations are

• Linear (a):
S(e) = l:>.s()

27f '

(4.2)

(4.3)

• Triangular (b), (c):

{

pl:>.s() - kp.6.
S e - 7f s

( ) - -p~s() + (k + 1)p.6.
s

• Sinusoidal (d), (f):
S(e) = .6.s sin(pe),
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k27f < e< (2k+l)7f

(k+i)7f < e< 2(k~l)7f
p P

for k = O... (p - 1),
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Fig. 4.2: Possible skewing topologies. The skewing amplitude is indicated by ~s .

• Half Sinusoidal (e):
S(B) = ~s 1sin(pB) I·

In this respect can the field equations of Chapter 2 be transformed, replacing z or z' with
z + S(B) or z' + S(B).

The distinction has to be made if stator or translator skewing is considered. Both have
the same influence on the EMF form but the total axial force will be different. Also stator
skewing introduces an angular force, trying to rotate the translator, however this angular
force can be eliminated by choosing a skewing transformation which has a periodicity
of 180 0 like (c),(e) or (f). Due to leakage, translator skewing can also give a rotational
force, however significantly less. Translator skewing has a disadvantage regarding the
construction of the magnets whereas stator skewing can give rise to winding problems if
sharp corners exists.

4.2 EMF calculation

The EMF waveform resulting from a skewed topology is invariant of the choice of stator
or translator skewing. This can be shown mathematically. For calculation of the EMF
waveform, the flux linkage imposed by every phase should be calculated. Again the flux
linkage is assumed to be the amount of radial flux density of the magnets at the stator
bore, Ri , at the tooth of the phase that is considered, given by

\lIA N N sp r BIrdS,
} SslotA

\lI B N N sp r BIr dS,
} SslotB

\lIc N N sp r BIr dB.
} Sslotc

(4.4)
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In the case of stator skewing, Sslot is the skewed area of the slots, and thus dependent on
B, furthermore dS = RidzdB since dZsk = dz and everything is evaluated at r = R i , which
gives in case of stator skewing

(4.5)

In the case of translator skewing the EMF waveform is calculated by applying the skewing
transformation to the magnetic field equations of the magnets, Sslot is now unskewed, but
z' is replaced by Zsk which gives in case of translator skewing

(4.6)

After integration over z expressions (4.5) and (4.6) become the same which prooves that
the EMF waveforms are equal for stator or translator skewing. Now the evaluation of
(4.6) will be done but only for phase A since the equations for phase B and phase Care
similar. This gives for the flux linkage of phase A

2 ~ 00

- RiN N,pl'h' b ("I"B:lI (mnR,) + bl"Bn (m"R;) )

sin ( mn(z' + S)) dzdB,

- R;NN,p~ ("I"BII (m~Ri)+ bl"B"1 (m"R;) )

2 ~

171" J~ 2 sin ( mn(z -6.z + S)) dzdB.
2

Using (6.14), the expression becomes

(4.7)

(4.8)

iI'A = - R,NN,p~ ("I"BI1 (m"R;) + blnB"1 (m"R;) )

['l'¥ sin ( m n(z - L'."») cas(m"S) + cas ( m~ (z - L'.,») sin(m"S)dzdB.
2

(4.9)
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Tab. 4.1: Coefficients TCn and TSn for different skewing topologies.

TCn Tsn

Linear 2~ sin(mn~s) m~~8 (1 -cos(mn~s))m n 8

Triangular 2~ sin(mn~s) 0
m n 8

Sinusoidal 21rBJo(mn~s) 0

Half sinusoidal 21rBJo(mn~s) 2 Jo7': sin ( mn~s sin(B)) dB

Because the variables are seperated, the double integral can be changed into a product of
integrals

Now introduce two variables, Tcn and Tsn , which are given by

12

7': cos (mnS(B)) dB,

12

7': sin (mnS(B)) dB.

(4.10)

(4.11)

(4.12)

These integrals can be evaluated, if possible, for the different skewing topologies, the
results are listed in Table 4.1. Note that after evaluation of the integrals, Tcn and Tsn
become independent of the number of repetitions, P, therefore the number of repetitions
does not influence the skewed EMF waveforms.
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Finally the flux linkages are given by

"'A ~ -27rR,NN",~ ~n (a1nBn(mnR,) + blnBKl(mnR;))

[T"" { cos ( mn (~ - 11,)) - cos ( mn (3;, - 11,)) }

+T," { sin ( mn (3;, - 11,)) - sin ( mn (~ - 11,))}],

'"H - 27rR,NN,p~ ~n (alnBn (mnR,) + b,nBK1(mnR,) )

[T"" { cos (mn(- ~ - 11,)) - cos (mn(~ - 11,)) }

+T,"{ sin (mn(~ - 11,)) - sin (mn(- ~ - 11,)) }],

- 27rR, N N,p~ ~n (a1nBxl (mnR,) + b,nBK1 (mnR,) )

[T"" { cos (mn (- 3;, - 11,)) - cos (m.(- ~ -11,)) }

+T,"{ sin ( m.(-~ - 11,)) - sin (m.(- 3;, - 11,)) }l
which can be simplified using cos(a - {3) - cos(-a - {3) = -2 sin(a) sin({3)

(4.13)

'"A ~ -47rR,NN",~ ~n (alnBn(mnR,) + b,nBK, (mnR;l)

sin (n37r) [T"" sin ( mn(T, - 11,)) + T," cos ( mnh - 11,))l
'" H -47rR,NN"p~ ~n (a1nBxl (mnR,) + b,nBKl (m"R;) )

sin (nn [-T"" sin ( mnl1,) + T," cos ( mn l1,)],

"'e -47rR,NN,p~ ~n (alnBn (mnR,) + b,nBK1 (mnR,))

sin (nn [-T"" sin ( mnh + 11,)) + T," cos ( mn(T, + 11,))l (4,14)
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ec

and finally for the EMF waveforms, using (3.92)

eA - -4"R;vN N,p~ ( alnBIj (mnR,1+ ulnBKj (mnRil)

sin (n;) [Tc~ cos ( mn(T, - Ll.l) -T," sin ( m~(T, - Ll.l)l
eB -4"RivN N,p~ (a1nBIj (mnR,1+ ulnBK1 (mnR,l )

sin (n3,,) [T'" cos ( mnLl.) +T'n sin ( mnLl.) ] ,

-4"R,vN N,p~ ( alnBIj (mnR;1+ ulnBK1 (mnR;l )

sin (n3,,) [T'" cos (mn ( T, + Ll.l) + T," sin (m n (T, +Ll.l)l (4.15)

It can be observed that the only difference between these expressions and the ones for
the unskewed EMF waveforms is the coefficient Ten and the additional sine terms with a
coefficient Tsn . In the case of sinusoidal or triangular skewing, Tsn is zero and the sine
terms can be disregarded leaving the only difference of the coefficient Ten. A calculation
of the EMF waveforms has been performed for the sinusoidal skewing transformation (d)
with a skewing amplitude of ,6.s = 65 el.deg. and the results are shown in Fig. 4.3 together
with the overlay and add method (4.1), the constant velocity is 0.5 m/s. Good agreement
has been found between the semi-analytical and overlay and add method of the unskewed
FE calculation. It can be observed that the EMF waveform has a more sinusoidal shape
and the harmonic content is decreased, dispite of a decrease in the fundamental harmonic.
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Fig. 4.3: EMF waveform for the sinusoidal skewing transformation (d) with a skewing amplitude
of ~s = 65 el.deg.
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4.3 Force calculation

There is a difference in the force level when translator or stator skewing is considered. To
explain this in a clear way, let us consider only the Lorentz force density f = J x B, where
B is mainly the field due to the magnets where the radial component is dominating. By
approximation this gives fz = JoBr,.. If translator skewing is considered, then Br,. does
not change in direction and the two vectors J and B are still orthogonal. If, however,
stator skewing is considered, the B-component of the current density vector J decreases
and an extra component in the z-direction appears which does not contribute to axial
thrust. Therefore, in general the force level will be slightly lower for stator skewing then
for translator skewing depending on the skewing amplitude, ~s.

The force calculation is again performed by means of the Maxwell Stress Tensor and again
it is shown that the formula of the unskewed model still holds but with a correction factor
Ten for the cosine terms and additional sine terms with a factor Tsn . For stator skewing
the form of these coefficients is slighlty different and it becomes difficult, if not impossible
to solve analytically, therefore, these coefficients are calculated numerically.

4.3.1 Translator skewing

The axial force given by the Maxwell Stress method (3.117) is

(4.16)

(4.17)

r=Rag

where B rz and Br,. are now skewed according to the considered skewing transformation
S(B). Using the same simplification of the field equations as done for the unskewed
force calculation and the trigonometric properties given in Appendix A.2, the axial force
expression becomes

F, R"qNpTp['~ K wn [(Q1Q4 + Q2Q31{ JAcos ( m,,(Ll., - T, - 51)
+JB cos ( m.(Ll., - 5)) + Jc cos ( m.(Ll., + T, - 5)) }] dB,
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using property (6.15), the variable S can be separated giving

F, = R.gNpTp~ K wn (Q,Q, + Q2Q3{{' COS(SldO{ JA cos (mn(L'>, - Tt ))

+JBcos ( rn,,(L'>,)) + Jc cos ( rn,,(L'>, + Tt)) }

+;'" Sill(S)dO{ JAsin ( mn(L'>, - Tt))

+JB sin ( rn,,(L'>,)) + Jc sin ( mn(L'>, + T t )) }] . (4.18)

Define Lax = 2NpTp as the axial length of the stator and en = QIQ4 + Q2Q3 together
with the definitions of Ten and TSn and the expression becomes

RagLax~ [K C
2 L.J W n n

n=I

T'n {JAcos ( rn,,(L'>, - Tt)) + JBcos ( mn(L'>,)) + Jc cos ( mn(L'>, + Tt)) }

T'n { JAsin ( mn(L'>, - Tt)) + JBsin ( mn(L'>,)) + Jc sin ( mn(L'>, + Tt)) }l
with

and again the same force expression is obtained despite of the extra coefficient Ten and
additional sine terms with a coefficient Tsn . The force waveform is calculated for a trans
lator displacement of 360 electrical degrees, a current density of Jo = 7.5A/mm2 with
sinusoidal excitation with sinusoidal skewing for different skewing amplitudes. The re
sults are shown in Fig. 4.4. In order to confirm the analytical solution, a 3D FEM is
needed. However the force can approximatly be calculated as

(4.19)

where eSkA' eSkB and eskc are the skewed EMF waveforms obtained by the overlay and add
method described by (4.1). Acceptable agreement has been found, the apparent errors
in the analytical model are probably caused by neglecting the slotting effect and the
abstraction of the current sheet model. Further, the comparison with the FE solution is
not exact since the approximation of the force by (4.19) is not exact. It can be observed
that the force ripple does not decreases monotonally with the skewing amplitude, and
there will be optimum values which will be calculated in section 4.4.
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Fig. 4.4: Force as function of displacement for sinusoidal translator skewing.
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4.3.2 Stator skewing

In Fig. 4.5 one pole-pair of the machine is unrolled for the case that the stator is si
nusoidally skewed. When stator skewing is applied, the currents have two components,
one in the e-direction and one in the z-direction. The unskewed magnets have a field
component in the radial and axial direction. Thus by calculating the Lorentz force with
the crossproduct J x B gives us three components. The axial thrust force is propor
tional to JeBr , the angular component which is proportional to JzB r and a radial strain
proportional to JeBz. The two last components are eliminated by the use of a skewing
transformation with more then one period, P > 1.

,
z ,Zsk

L
R/J

Fig. 4.5: Schematic view of sinusoidal stator skewing.

In Section 2.3 the distribution of the current density is discribed which was a vector in
the angular direction. In the case of stator skewing the direction of the current density
depends on the skewing transformation and therefore, the angular component of the
current density vector is

(4.20)

Where ¢ is the angle of the skewing transformation with the e-axis as indicated in Fig.
4.5 and can be calculated as

¢ = arctan (~i d~~e)) (4.21)

Now that the angular current density as function of the skewing transformation is known,
the axial force can be calculated as

B.L.J. Gysen
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where the magnetic fields of the stator currents are now skewed according to the skewing
transformation, S, and where the current densities are scaled by cos(¢). Using the same
simplification of the field equations as done for the unskewed force calculation and the
trigonometric identities given in Appendix A.2, the axial force expression becomes

F, Rq,NpTp1"~Kw • [(Q1Q, + Q,Q3) {JA COR(4)) cos ( mn(L'., - 2;p - 5))
+JB COR(4» COR ( mn(L'., - 5)) + Jc COR(4» COR ( m" (L'., + 2;p - 5)) }] dB,

using (6.15). the variable S can be separated giving

F, ~ Ro,N,T,~ K wJQ, Qd Q,Q3{[" COR(5) COR(4>)dB { JACOR ( mn(L'., _ 2;p))

+JBCQS (mn(L'.,)) + JcCOR (mn(L'., + 2;,))}
+[" sin(5) COR (4> )dB { JA Rin ( mn(L'., _ 2;p))

+JB sin ( mn(L'.,)) + Jc sin ( m~ (L'., + 2;,)) }l (4,24)

Define again the axial length of the stator as Lax = 2NpTp , and en = QIQ4 + Q2Q3 gives

RagLax ~ [K C
2 L W n n

n=l

T"" { JA COR ( mn(L'., - 2;,)) + JR COR ( mn(L'.,)) + Jc CDS ( mn(L'..+ 2;,))}
T," { JAsin ( mn(L'., - 2;,)) + JB Rin ( mn(L'.,)) + Jc Rin ( mn(L'., + 2;,))}l

with

and where Ten and Tsn are now changed to

(4.25)

(4.26)

The expressions of Ten and T sn are very difficult, if not impossible, to solve analytical.
Therefore, these integrals are calculated numerically for a given skewing transformation.
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The only difference between stator and translator skewing is an extra term in the integrals
of Ten and Tsn which is caused by the angle ¢ of the coils with respect to the B-axis. This
angle causes a force decrement which is proportional to the skewing amplitude and it is
invers proportional to the inner radius of the stator. Another important remark is that the
number of periods definitely influences the force decrement, since the higher the number
of periods, the larger the angle ¢ will be. Thus, stator and translator skewing have the
same behaviour albeit a small force decrement for stator skewing. Therefore, regarding
maximum force topologies, translator skewing is more preferred, despite of the high costs
for the magnets since the magnets have to be made of segments of different shapes.
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4.4 Dependency on the skewing amplitude

One of the main reason to apply skewing is to reduce the cogging effect, the force ripple
due to the winding distribution and the harmonics of the magnetic field, and the THD
of the EMF waveform, THDe. A disadvantage of skewing is that not only the higher
harmonics decrease, but also the fundamental and subharmonics of the magnetic field,
which contribute to the mean value of the force, decrease. A compromise has to be made
between the amount of harmonic content and the amplitude of the fundamental of the
EMF waveform, el. In Fig. 4.6, the amplitude of the fundamental of the EMF waveform,
el, normalised on the amplitude of the fundamental of the unskewed waveform, elunsk ' is
plotted as a function of the skewing amplitude for different skewing topologies.
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---+- Triangular
--- Linear

0.9
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0.6
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~ (el.deg.)
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250 300 350

Fig. 4.6: Normalised fundamental of the EMF-waveform for different skewing topologies.

The result is quite understandable, if, for example, triangular skewing is considered, then
it is obvious that for a skewing amplitude of 180 el.deg. (or 360 el.deg.), el drops to zero
since every slot of the stator links as much positive flux as negative flux, and the total
flux linkage is always zero. For linear skewing this happens at 360 el.deg.

Furthermore, the THDe normalised on the THDeunsk of the unskewed actuator is plotted
as function of the skewing amplitude for different skewing topologies in Fig. 4.7. It
can be seen that the THDe drops much faster then el, which means that the THDe
can be decreased drastically without loosing much performance. If, for example, the
first suboptimal skewing amplitude of 25 electrical degrees of the sinusoidal skewing is
considered, then el is only decreased with 6%, whereas the THDe is decreased with 82%.
The same thing can be done for the force waveform but similar results are found since
the coefficients, Ten and Tsn , are the same for the force and EMF calculation for a given
skewing topology. The only difference is a lower level of the force for stator skewing,
depending on the skewing amplitude, stator bore radius and number of periods.
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Fig. 4.7: Normalised THD of the EMF-waveform for different skewing topologies.

From the four considered skewing topologies, sinusoidal skewing is more preferred since
the skewing amplitudes are the smallest for a given desired THD reduction. Therefore,
the cost of the magnets will be decreased since fabrication and magnetisation is simplified
for smaller skewing amplitudes. However, due to the small difference between triangular
skewing and sinusoidal skewing, it is in most cases better to choose triangular skewing,
since a perfect sinusoidal skewing increases the costs of the magnets.
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5. SCHWARZ-CHRISTOFFEL CONFORMAL MAPPING

Analytical descriptions of the magnetic field distribution and the related force and EMF
waveforms have the advantage of giving physical insight into the design and optimisation
problem of finding the optimal geometry for a given set of performance specifications.
Although these methods are very elegant and fast, for a geometry with a slotted structure,
the slotting effect is difficult to incorporate. This slotting effect and its related cogging
force can be eliminated by means of control, [9], however, reducing this effect during
the design offers the benefit of reducing the need for control, and thereby increasing the
efficiency and stability of the actuator. In [10], it is shown that the cogging force due to
the slotting effect can have an amplitude of 120 N, which is relativly large depending on
the application and therefore, it cannot be neglected during the design and optimisation
process.

In order to model this effect, the Schwarz-Christoffel (SC) conformal mapping technique
is used, [3]. This theory originates form the Riemann mapping theorem (1851) which
states that any simply connected region in the complex domain can be mapped onto any
other provided that neither is the entire plane. This method was widely described in the
literature and mainly adressed to the rotary machines: synchronous and asynchronous
ones, [13, 14, 15, 16, 19]. This Chapter explains the application of this method for a
tubular PM actuator in order to calculate the related cogging force due to the slotting
effect, as well as the total force (neglecting end effects). The tubular structure of the
machine gives some complications since the SC-mapping technique only applies to two
dimensional Cartesian domains. A mapping based upon 'unrolling' and 'stretching' the
tubular machine into a linear machine is used to solve this problem. Furthermore, the
modelling of coils and magnets in the mapping domain is considered and the results are
verified with the FEM of FLUX 2D®, [20].



5.1 Principle and strategy

Conformal mapping is a mathematical transformation of one domain to another. It has
the ability to map a complex structure, like a slotted stator, to a relative simple structure
(circle, rectangle, bi-infinite strip, upper half plane, etc.) of which the field solutions are
given in the literature. The original domain is called as the W-domain, where the actu
ator consists of vertices, W1, ... , Wn, and interior angles, ar7r, ... , an7f, in counterclockwise
order. The mapping domain is denoted as the Z-domain, with corresponding prevertices,
Zl, ... , Zn· It is possible to consider the total actuator including end and slotting effects,
however one pole-pair, see Fig. 5.1, has already 28 vertices. Taking into account that
the total actuator consists of five pole-pairs, Np = 5, this would result in a polygon of
more than 140 points since the extra pole-pairs of the translator, which are situated out
side the stator, have to be taken into account in order to model the end effects. The
calculation of the mapping function and magnetic field distribution would therefore need
a long computation time. However, the end effects can be considered seperately from the
total force by firstly, considering only one pole-pair of the total actuator, hereby excluding
the end effects, and secondly, considering only end effects by modelling the stator as a
full iron block, which drastically decreases the number of vertices. In this hesis only one
pole-pair of the actuator is considered, where end effects can be modelled following the
same strategy.

Due to the physical nature of the electrical machines, the conversion of the electromagnetic
energy takes place in the air gap. Thus, the identification of the magnetic field inside the
air gap is one of the major steps within the design procedure of electrical machines. The
polygon, Pw , should therefore represent the air gap together with the magnet region.
However, the polygon, Pw , must be closed and since the airgap region for one pole-pair
is not a closed structure in a linear machine, periodical boundary conditions are applied,
which are represented by two extra lines in the total polygon, (W1' W2) and (W3' W4), see
Fig. 5.1. The mapping of this polygon onto a rectangle is applied, where it is ensured
that the left and right sides of the rectangle correspond to the extra lines, (W1' W2) and
(W3' W4), in the W-domain. Therefore, the same periodical boundary conditions can be
applied in the Z-domain, hereby eliminating the need of an extra transformation to enforce
periodical boundary conditions. Normally, the rectangle is mapped onto a circle to enforce
periodical boundary conditions, [16].

The mapping function from a rectangle polygon, Pz , in the Z-domain to the actuator
airgap polygon, Pw , in the W-domain is given by [3]

W = f(z) = 0 1 + 021 IT (z - Zk)ak-1dz.
z k=l

(5.1)

where 0 1 and O2 are a complex offset and scaling constant, respectively.

In Fig. 5.2 the mapping in the Z-domain is shown. Note that the four corners in the
W-domain, (W1' ... , W4), correspond to the four corners in the Z-domain, (Zl' ... , Z4). This
is necessary in order to have the same boundary conditions on each side of the rectangle
in the Z-domain. So, the lines, (Zl' Z2) and (Z3' Z4), are periodic boundary conditions and
the lines, (Z2' Z3) and (Z4' Zl), represent the boundary conditions at the iron.

The goal is to calculate the field at the center radius of the air gap, Rag = Rmi
R

;, therefore
it is necessary to know which points in the Z-domain correspond to the points of the
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Fig. 5.1: Polygon Pw of the airgap region of one pole-pair of the tubular PM actuator.
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Z-domain air

iron

Periodic boundary conditions

Fig. 5.2: Mapping of the polygon Pw to the rectangular Z-domain.

center radius of the air gap in the \V-domain. This is done by the inverse transformation,
z = j-J (w), which is impossible to solve analytically for polygons which consist of more
then four points, and therefore this inverse transformation is calculated numerically. Since
this increases the computation time, these points have to be limited according to the
application. Once the points in the Z-domain are determined, the field solution can be
calculated at these points. The field solution obtained at the points, Zi, can then be
plotted as function of the corresponding points in the W-domain, Wi, which is the desired
solution. So the strategy can be summerised as:

• Define polygon Pw in the W-domain,

• Calculate mapping function j(z),

• Define grid (Zi) in the Z-domain by j-1 (Wi),

• Calculate field in the Z-domain at points Zi,

• Mapping of the field solution to the W-domain,

• Proceed with EMF and force calculation.
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5.2 Coordinate system

The SC-mapping strategy is applied to one pole-pair of the tubular PM actuator. In
order to use the SC-mapping method for field calculation in the Z-domain and transform
it to the W-domain. Consider again the magnetic field equation in terms of the magnetic
vector potential, A, given by the Poisson equation

\72A = -/-Lo(J + \7 x M), (5.2)

Note that, since it is a two-dimensional problem, also the scalar potential could be used.
For a source-free region the Poisson equation reduces to the Laplace equation \72A = O.
These equations should be the same in both domains. The Z-domain is always a two
dimensional Cartesian coordinate system, (x, y), but the W-domain is a two-dimensional
axisymmetric cylindrical coordinate system, (r, z), which has a different form of Laplace
equation. In both domains the magnetic field has only directions in (r, z) and (x, y),
respectively. Therefore, the magnetic vector potential, A, has only a direction orthogonal
to both directions of both domains, which is independent on the orthogonal direction. In
summary

A W - dom

A Z - dom

Adr, z)e..l'

A..l(x, y)e..l'

(5.3)

(5.4)

where e..l is the unit vector in orthogonal direction of both domains, and evaluation of
\72A gives

(5.5)

(5.6)

This means that a field solution in the Z-domain does not correspond to a field solution
in the W-domain. Therefore, the geometry of the actuator is transferred from the ax
isymmetric cylindrical coordinate system, (r, z), to a Cartesian coordinate system, (u, v),
by 'unrolling' and 'stretching' the tubular actuator, see Fig. 5.3. The mean area of the
air gap is kept constant by taking the depth of the two-dimensional Cartesian model, L,
equal to the circumference of the air gap, 2fTRag, and the geometry parameters in the
direction of movement are also kept the same, v = z.

I L = 27rRag I
~ ~

Fig. 5.3: Unrolling from (r, z) to (u, v).

While unrolling the actuator from (r, z) to (u, v), the permeances in the r- and z-directions
should be the same as the permeances in u- and v-directions in order to have the same
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Fig. 5.4: The permeances in both coordinate systems.

electromechanical behaviour. This means that Pu = Pr and Pv = Pz . However since
v is already defined, there is only a freedom of changing u. Solving two independent
equations with only one variable is impossible. Therefore, in general, it will be impossible
to describe the tubular actuator as a linear actuator with the exactly the same behaviour.
If a piece of material is considered in both the tubular and linear actuator, as depicted in
Fig. 5.4 then the permeances in 1'-, Z-, '11- and v-directions are given by

Pr
IJ/Tr(1'l + 1'2)dz (5.7)

1'2 - 1'1

Pz
fJ/Tr(1'i - 1'n (5.8)

dz

Pu
fJLdv (5.9),

'112 - '111

Pv
fJL(U2 - ud (5.10)-

dv

It can be observed that the axial permeances depend quadratically on 1'. Therefore,
the transformation from the axisymmetric cylindrical coordinate system to the two
dimensional Cartesian coordinate system is performed by keeping the axial permeances
equal, Pv = Pz . And since dv = dz, the final transformation of the coordinate system is
given by

1'2
'11 - -- ,

2Rag

v z.

(5.11)

(5.12)

Note that this introduces an error for the radial permeances, however this error is zero in
the middle of the air gap, which is the most important position since the force is evaluated
on the magnetic field solution in the middle of the air gap.
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5.3 Field calculation

For calculation of the mapping function, the MATLAB® SC Toolbox [4] is used, the
current version was released in 2005. This toolbox allows for automatic calculation of
the mapping function (5.1). The polygon, Pw , is defined as in Fig. 5.1, where the
transformation (5.11)-(5.12) is applied. If the mapping function is calculated, the grid
in the W-domain has to be defined according to the points where the magnetic field has
to be calculated. The grid points in the W-domain, Wi = Vi + jUi, are complex numbers
where the real part corresponds to the v-direction and the imaginary part corresponds
to the u-direction. If a uniform grid is considered, all these points undergo an inverse
transformation which is very time-consuming, and it is useful to consider only points
inside the polygon, Pw , and eliminate the other ones, since for these points the mapping
function (5.1) does not hold, see Fig. 5.5.

Elimination of grid points

W-domain

2-domo'0 ~ y ~ \
t:::::::::::::::=:::::::l:::::::=:::::::::::::::P.. ... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... .... .. . . .

~x

Fig. 5.5: Grid in the W-domain and Z-domain of one pole-pair of the tubular PM actuator.

These points are then transformed to the Z-domain by the inverse transformation f-l(Wi)'

The grid in the air gap and the magnets is relatively unchangable due to the SC-transformation,
whereas the grid of the coils however, is almost mapped into a point as indicated in Figs.
5.5 and 5.7. This phenomenon is called crowding and it is best to avoid it because it
influences the accuracy of the solution [2].

The coils are squares in the W-domain but in the Z-domain they are definitely not. In
order to use standard field solutions in the Z-domain, the square coil is divided into a
finite number of points, wp , each with a current, Ie = N~:h, where Iph is the phase current,
N is the number of windings and Ne is the number of point wires used for mapping the
square coil. These point wires, zp, are also mapped into the Z-domain, where the magnetic
field is calculated for each of them. The same holds for the magnets and therefore, they
are modelled as two current sheets at the side of the magnets. This equivalency is valid
for rare-earth permanent magnets where J-lr is close to unity and when a homogeneous
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Fig. 5.6: Demagnetisation curve of the magnets and the load line.

magnetisation is considered. These current sheets consist of a finite number, Nm , of
points, which are also mapped to the Z-domain. The value of the current for one wire of
the current sheet is defined as

1m
±Hmhm (5.13)

Nm '

Hm
Em

(5.14)- ,
I-lrl-lo

where E rem is the remanence flux density, I-lr is the recoil permeability and hm is the
original height of the magnets in the cylindrical coordinate system. The working point of
the magnet is approximately given by

(5.15)

The total mapping of the wires is shown in Fig. 5.7. The next step is to calculate the
field solution in the Z-domain for all these point wires. The flux density has directions in
u and v, but due to the transformation the u-direction (or v-direction) in the W-domain
does not correspond to the y-direction (or x-direction) in the Z-domain, and therefore if
the flux density has to be mapped back to the W-domain, the gradient of the mapping
function has to be taken into account

B () _ BZ-dom(z)
W-dom W - \7 f(z) . (5.16)

Another option is to calculate the magnetic vector potential in the Z-domain, since it has
only a component in the B-direction, which is unchanged due to the transformation. The
magnetic vector potential is then easily obtained in the W-domain and the magnetic field
in the W-domain can then be calculated by

AW-dom(W)

BW-dom(w)

AZ-dom(z),

\7 X AW-dom(w).

(5.17)

(5.18)

However, since (5.18) requires more points, Wi, to be mapped in order to calculate the curl,
it is more efficient to calculate B in the Z-domain and use (5.16) to calculate the magnetic
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Fig. 5.7: Point wires in the W-domain and Z-domain of one pole-pair of the tubular PM actuator.

field in the W-domain. The total magnetic field solution is obtained by superposition of
the individual field solutions of every point wire.

Thus, consider the Z-domain with one-point wire. The top and bottom of the rectangle
have an iron boundary, whereas the left and right ones have periodic boundary condi
tions. The magnetic field solution is obtained by applying the imaging method to the
top and bottom boundaries, and translation to the left and right boundaries. Normally,
the imaging method requires a summation over the imaged point wires, but an analytical
description is given in [7]. The only summation left is for superposition of the magnetic
field of the translated point wires in the x-direction, Fig. 5.8. In practice, only a finite
number of translations is considered, Nt-

The magnetic field of a single point wire is given in [7]

(5.19)

with

(5.20)

(5.21)
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Z-domain

Periodical boundary conditions

Fig. 5.8: Imaging and translation of a point wire in the Z-domain of one pole-pair of the tubular
PM actuator.

where xp = Re(zp), YP = Im(zp), dx - and dy- the dimensions of the rectangle of the Z
domain and I is the current of the point wire, Ie, in the case of the coils and 1m, in the
case of the magnets.

Additionally the magnetic field in the W-domain is calculated by (5.16) and compared
with a FEM calculation for a phase current of Iph = lt, for Jo = 7.5 A/mm2 , Ae the
area of the coils in the cylindrical domain and the parameters given in Tables 2.1, ?? and
5.1, the solution is plotted in Fig. 5.9. Very good agreement of the field solution inside
the air gap has been found within 2%. Note that the FE calculation is performed on the
axisymmetric cylindrical model and the relative permeability of the magnets is 1.05.

Tab. 5.1: Simulation parameters.
Variable Value Description
N e 5 Number of point wires per coil
N m 20 Number of point wires per current sheet of the magnets
Nt 5 Number of translations
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Fig. 5.9: Magnetic field in the air gap of one pole-pair of the tubular PM actuator.
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5.4 EMF calculation

For the evaluation of the EMF waveform, the flux linkage of each phase must be calculated.
The magnetic field is evaluated at the stator bore, R i , instead of Rag and the flux linkage
is approximately the amount of radial flux at the tooth of the phase that is considered

(5.22)

(5.23)

(5.24)

This is the flux linkage of one tooth per phase and it has to be multiplied by the number
of teeth per phase, Nsp , for the total flux linkage per phase. The EMF is then calculated
as

a'll a'll aD.z
e=--=-----at aD.z at . (5.25)

These waveforms are calculated for a constant speed of a~z = 0.5 mls and shown in
Fig. 5.10 together with the FE calculation, good agreement has been found. The EMF
waveforms of the Be-mapping are slightly higher then the FE calculation due to the
calculation of the fields at R i which introduces a small error caused by the transformation
from (r, z) to (u, v).

0.6

0.4

_ 0.2
G-
Uo

-1

-SC Phase A
~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;j --SC Phase B

I

-SC PhaseC
+ FEM Phase A
o FEM Phase B
• FEM Phase C

o 50 100 150 200
11 (el.deg.)

z

250 300 350

Fig. 5.10: EMF waveforms of the tubular PM actuator for a constant speed of 0.5 m/s.
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5.5 Force calculation

When the total field distribution in the air gap is known, the force acting on the translator
can be calculated by means of the Maxwell Stress Tensor

NpiF = - 'II'.nd5,
Mo s

(5.26)

where n is the normal vector on the surface 5, Np is the number of pole-pairs and the
tensor is defined as

(5.27)

(5.28)

where Br , Be and Bz is the total radial, angular and axial magnetic field at the surface
5, respectively. In (5.26), 5 is the closed surface which consists of the airgap surface,
51 : u = g(Rag ), the sides of the W-domain, 52 : v = -Tp and 53 : v = Tp , and a surface in
the back iron of the translator, 54 : u = g(Rb). If (5.26) is evaluated on 5, only the surface
of the air gap, 51, is important because the sides of the w-plane, 52 and 53, have periodic
boundary conditions which cancel each other since their normal vectors are in opposite
direction, and the surface in the back iron of the magnets, 54, has a high permeability
which is negligible compared to the permeability of the air gap. This simplifies equation
(5.26) to NLjTP

Fv = -p- Bu(g(Rag ) , v)Bv(g(Rag ), v)dv.
Mo -Tp

When movement is involved, only the sheets of the magnets are moved in the v-direction.
In this way the mapping function stays fixed during movement, no grid mapping and coil
mapping have to be performed which take a lot of computation time. The verification
with FEM is shown in Fig. 5.11. This total force does not include end effects, however
cogging effect due to the slotted structure is identified. The slotting effect itself is also
calculated and verified with FEM, shown in Fig. 5.12. In every case acceptable results
within 5% accuracy are achieved. The error results mainly from the mapping of the
tubular actuator into a linear one. It needs further noting that the force calculation by
means of the Maxwell Stress Tensor is very sensitive to the density of the grid.
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Fig. 5.11: Thrust force excluding end effects.
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Fig. 5.12: Cogging effect due to slotting.
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5.6 Computation time

Another issue that has to be considered is the computation time. In this geometry, a
transformation of a polygon of 28 points has to be mapped which takes about 33 seconds,
which is quite long when optimisation is considered. But if the polygon is slightly changed,
which will be the case during optimisation, the SC-mapping algorithm can use the previous
simulated mapping in order to calculate the mapping of the changed polygon, which results
in a much faster mapping and is therefore still usefull for optimisation. The field and force
calculations take less then a second, depending on the number of images and translations
in the Z-domain and the resolution of the air gap. The coils consist of a finite number of
wires which are mapped in the Z-domain. In Fig. 5.7 it can be observed that all these
wires are almost mapped onto one point in the Z-domain. Thus, if knowledge about the
field distribution close to the coils is not necessary (for example, for force calculation) the
coils can be modelled by just a single wire which saves a number of field calculations and
inverse mappings.
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6. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

6.1 Conclusions

In this thesis analytical and numerical techniques were represented for calculation of the
magnetic field inside the air gap of a tubular permanent magnet actuator. With these
techniques, a model can be derived which can predict the force profile given a set of
geometry and material parameters. Given the accuracy of the model, it can be used
for either a 'coarse' model or a 'fine' model in an optimisation routine, e.g. the space
mapping technique, for finding the optimal geometry given the performance and geometry
specifications.

First the semi-analytical magnetostatic framework is presented, where one pole-pair of
the actuator is splitted up into radial regions, each with there own constant material
properties. Axial periodic boundary conditions are applied and therefore, Fourier theory
can be applied in order to describe the magnetisation vector and the winding distribution.
Since only radial regions exist, no slotting effect can be included and due to the axial
periodicity, end effects are excluded. The stator is therefore modelled as a full iron tube
with a surface current sheet at the stator bore. So for this model only the force due to the
stator currents can be predicted. The Poisson and Laplace equations are solved for every
region of interest, mainly the airgap region. The magnetic field solution is compared
to finite element analysis and acceptable agreement has been found, disregarding the
slotting effect which is clearly visible in the FE solution and not in the analytical one. This
method is applied for magnetic field calculation due to the magnets and the stator currents
seperatly, superposition is applied to calculate the total magnetic field solution, since
linear material characteristics are assumed and therefore, no saturation is modeled. Force
calculation is performed by means of the Maxwell stress tensor. Acceptable agreements
are found, albeit that a small error in the sixth harmonic of the force profile exists due
to the surface current sheet modelling. Also the EMF waveform is calculated based upon
the assumption that the flux linkage per tooth per phase is approximatly the amount of
radial flux entering the tooth at the stator bore. This assumption gives good agreement
with the FE calculation.

The previous described semi-analytical framework is extended for skewed topologies. By
applying skewing to the stator or the translator, the amount of force ripple in the force
profile can be decreased since for most applications only a constant force as function of
displacement is desired. However, a skewed topology will also decrease the mean force
since the flux linkage is decreased in every case. Since the force ripple due to the slotting
and end effects is not modelled, only the effect of skewing onto the force ripple due to
the stator currents is visible. Skewing is modelled by means of a shift in axial direction
depending on angular position. In this way the semi-analytical framework for unskewed
topologies can be used by applying the shift in axial direction depending on the chosen
skewing transformation. Note that every skewing transformation can be implemented in



this way. The resulting description is almost the same as the unskewed one, despite of
a correction factor for every harmonic of the force or EMF waveforms. Verification has
been done with an overlay and add method for the unskewed EMF waveforms and good
agreement has been found.

In order to model the slotting effect, and its related cogging force, a Schwarz-Christoffel
conformal mapping technique has been applied to one pole-pair of the stator. Again,
end effects are excluded. The Schwarz-Christoffel mapping technique allows for field
calculation in a region where the boundary value problem is very difficult due to the
complex geometry, as is the case for a slotted structure. The slotted airgap region for
one pole-pair with periodical boundary conditions is mapped onto a rectangular where
the left and right sides have the same periodical boundary conditions. The coils and
magnets are modelled by current sheets which are discretisised into a finite number of
point wires. These point wires are also mapped into the rectangular domain and magnetic
field calculation is then performed with the imaging method to top and bottom, and the
translation method to left and right sides of the rectangle for every mapped point wire.
The total magnetic field solution is then mapped back to the original domain of the
slotted air gap and verified with FEA. The total force excluding end effects is calculated
by means of the Maxwell stress tensor and acceptable agreement within 3.5% accuracy
has been found. Also the slotting effect is calculated seperatly and verified with FEM
with an accuracy within 3.5%.

In total, the analytical model is able to predict the force due to the stator currents and
EMF waveforms for unskewed and skewed topologies and the slotting effect is calculated
by means of the Schwarz-Christoffel mapping. Both models are implemented in a Matlab
environment and combination of these models is therefore very easy in order to predict the
total force waveform,excluding end effects. The total model can be used as a coarse model
in an optimisation routine in order to find the optimal geometry given the performance
and geometrical specifications.

6.2 Recommendations

In both models, the end effects are excluded. Nevertheless it is possible to include this
effects in both models. For the semi-analytical framework, the left and right end of the
actuator can be modelled with radial and axial regions and the same procedure can be
followed in order to calculate the left and right forces which contribute to the total end
effect. The only difference is that now also axial boundary conditions are involved which
make the analytical description much more complex. For the Schwarz-Christoffel mapping
method, these end effects can be modelled by considering the stator as a full iron block
together with the surroundings. Appropriate boundary condition can be applied and
again the same procedure can be followed. Due to the time lag, the end effects are not
modelled but it will be a future point of consideration.

If the end effects are modelled in the semi-analytical framework, it can be extended for
skewed topologies in order to see the effect of skewing on the end effects. Also the effect
of skewing on the slotting effect can be investigated by means of the overlay and add
method.

The slotting effect can be calculated in an analytical way by means of dividing the total
structure into radial and axial regions but the number of boundary conditions increases
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drastically and a way of handling the complexity of the analytical description is necessary.
It is also possible to describe the airgap length as a Fourier series, and incorporate that
into the boundary conditions.

Since thermal physics is also described by Laplace and Poisson equations, the procedure
of the analytical model can be used for investigation of the thermal distribution inside
the actuator. However, more regions have to be considered simultaneousely since also the
environment has to be considered due to the convection currents and emissivity.
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APPENDIX A MATHEMATICAL IDENTITIES

A.I Bessel functions

Bessel functions are canonical solutions, y(x), of Bessel's differential equation given by

(6.1)

for arbitrary real or complex a. If a is an integer, then a is called the order of the Bessel
function. These Bessel functions are called the Bessel functions of the first kind if they
are finite in the origin and can be expressed as

00 (-1)Tl (x)2Tl+a
BJa(x) =~ n!f(n+a+ 1)"2 '

Tl-O

where f is the gamma function defined as

If a is an integer, then the following relation is valid

(6.2)

(6.3)

(6.4)

Bessel functions of the second kind are also a solution of Bessel's differential equation,
but they are infinite at the origin and related by BJ a (x)

B ()
= BJa(x)cos(a7r) - BJ_a(x)

Ya X . ( ) ,sm a7r

and if a is an integer then again the same relation holds

(6.5)

(6.6)

However in this thesis the modified Bessel functions are used which are the solution to
Bessel's modified differential equation given by

(6.7)

and the modified Bessel functions of the first kind are related with the Bessel functions
of the first kind by

(6.8)



where i is the complex identity. Again also modified Bessel functions of the second kind
exist which are infinite in the origin, and are related with the modified Bessel functions
of the first kind by

B () = ~ BI_a(x) - BIo(x)
Jeo X ().. 2 sin a7r

(6.9)

Bessel functions are oscillating functions with a decaying amplitude, modified Bessel func
tions on the other hand, are exponential increasing or decaying functions. In Fig. 6.1 the
ordinary and modified Bessel functions are plotted as function of their argument, x, for
a equal to 0, 1 and 2.
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Fig. 6.1: Ordinary and modified Bessel functions of the first and second kind as function of their
argument for different orders.

Important identities regarding Bessel functions, which are used throughout this thesis are
listed below

(6.10)

(6.11)
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A.2 Trigonometry

The used trigonometric identities in this thesis are listed below

(6.21)

(6.23)

(6.22)

(6.12)

(6.13)

(6.14)

(6.15)

(6.16)

(6.17)

• sin(a) = -sin(-a),

• cos (a) = cos (- a ),

• sin(a + {3) = sin(a) cos({3) + cos(a) sin({3),

• cos(a + {3) = cos(a) cos({3) - sin(a) sin({3),

• cos(a + {3) - cos(a - {3) = 2 sin(a) sin({3),· I: sin(nx + a) cos(nx + a)dx = 0,

j1r . ( ) { '0 sin(a - {3) if k = 0
• -1r sm(nx + a) cos (n + k)x + {3 dx = cr if k =I- 0 ' (6.18)

· I: sin
2
(nx + a)dx = I: cos

2
(nx + a)dx = n, (6.19)

· I: sin(nx + a) sin ((n + k) x + {3) dx = I: cos (nx + a) cos ( (n + k) x + {3) dx

= { Tp cos(a - {3) if k = 0 (6.20)
o if k =I- 0 '

• .l21r cos ({3sin(x))dx = 2nB.:ro({3),

· 121r

sin ({3 sin(x)) dx = 0,

· 121r

cos ({31 sin(x)l)dx = 2nB.:ro({3),

for arbitrary variables a and {3 and arbitrary positive integers nand k.
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Abstract-Analytical and numerical methods are presented for
determination of the magnetic field distribution in a tubular
permanent magnet actuator (TPMA). First, the semi-analytical
method is presented. This method has the advantage of a
relatively short computation time and it gives physical insight.
Further, an extension is made for skewed topologies, which
offer the benefit of reducing the large force ripples of the
TPMA. However, a lot of assumptions and simplifications with
respect to the slotted structure have to be made in order to
come to a relatively simple semi-analytical description. To model
the slotting effect and the related cogging force, a Schwarz
Christoffel (SC) mapping is applied for magnetic field and force
calculations in Part II of the paper. Validation of the models is
done with Finite Element Analysis (FEA).

I. INTRODUCTION

Many numerical and analytical methods exist for analysis,
design and optimisation of electrical machines, each with their
own strength and pitfalls. The magnetic equivalent circuit
(MEC) is widely used because of its simplicity and relative
small computation time, [I ]-[3]. These equivalent circuits have
the analogy of an electrical circuit and are a simplification of
the governing quasi-static Maxwell equations

oB
\7 xE=-

at
\7xH=J

oik
Uk + ek = Rkik + Lkfft ,

Fk = Rk(<I>k)<I>k.

(1)

(2)

Fig. 1. The tubular permanent magnet actuator.

In general, the simplification (1) in electrical networks is
valid since the currents, ik, are concentrated in wires and the
voltages, Uk, ek, are clearly defined. However, in a magnetic
circuit the simplification (2) is not always valid since the flux,
<I>k, does not have predetermined paths due to the slot/tooth
structure of the stator and/or translator. The MEC method
therefore, needs preliminary knowledge about the flux paths
for calculation of the different reluctances, Rk, and the field
distribution is only calculated at a few discrete points of the
structure, which makes the force calculation very inaccurate. In
the case of non-linear ferromagnetic material, the calculation is

performed iteratively due to the non-linear reluctances. Finite
element analysis (FEA) can be regarded as the most accurate
one, because it takes saturation into account and almost no
simplification of the actual geometry is needed. But the long
computation time makes it sometimes unsuitable for design
and optimisation. However, only the initial BH-curve of the
materials are taken into account and therefore, hysteresis is
neglected.

Schwarz-Christoffel (SC) conformal mapping is a technique
which originates from the Riemann mapping theorem (1851),
[4], and it is becoming usefull nowadays, due to the com-



putational capabilities of the microprocessors. It states that
any simply connected region in the complex plane can be
conformally mapped onto any other, provided that neither of
these regions spans the entire plane. This method can only
handle geometries with a limited number of points but it is able
to calculate the field solution numerically at every point within
a closed polygon. This method cannot take saturation into
account which limits its ability to the linear case. However, the
computational time is relatively short compared to the finite
element method (FEM). This method is already applied for
the various electrical machine types with successfull results,
[5]-[7].

The most elegant method for determination of the electro
magnetic fields is the analytical solution, which also gives
insight into the dependency of the geometry and the material
properties on the performance characteristics. The disadvan
tage of this method is that it only applies to the linear case
(no saturation), and a lot of assumptions and simplifications
regarding the geometry have to be made.

This paper considers the tubular permanent magnet actuator
(TPMA) shown in Fig. 1. It consists of a translator made
of iron with surrounding magnets, which are magnetised in
positive and negative radial directions alternatively. The inner
part of the translator can be made of a non-magnetic material
with a low mass density in order to reduce the total mass of
the translator. The stator consists of iron slots with a three
phase concentrated winding topology. The teeth have saliency
in order to reduce the slotting effect. The translator moves in
axial direction with a force that consists of four components:

• Mean force caused by the magnetic field of the magnets
and the current excitation with the same spatial frequen
cies,

• Force ripple due to the concentrated winding distribution
and higher harmonics in the magnetic field of the mag
nets,

• Cogging force due to the slotted structure,
• Cogging force due to the finite length of stator and

translator.
An undesirable effect of a slotted tubular PM actuator is the
apparent cogging force due to the slotted structure and the
finite length of the stator. In order to minimise the cogging
effect, these effects have to be taken into account by the model
that is considered. The MEC model is unsuitable for determing
the cogging effect due to the small discretisation of the field
distribution. The FEM model can calculate the total cogging
but a long computation time is needed. The semi-analytical
determination of the end effects is established in [8] but still
no exact analytical description of the cogging effect due to
the slotted structure is available. The SC-mapping technique
however is capable of taking the slotting effect into account
and also end effects are possible to include. The main goal is to
combine the efforts of the semi-analytical description and the
SC-mapping technique in order to calculate the force profile
including both cogging effects.

A way of eliminating the apparent force ripple, is by means
of skewing of the stator or translator (or both), [9]. This
paper describes the semi-analytical description of the skewed
topology, neglecting end and slotting effects. Nevertheless,

2

,
z,z

Fig. 2. One pole-pair of the tubular PM actuator with the relevant dimensions.

minimisation of the force ripple due to the winding distribution
and minimisation of the total harmonic distortion (THD)
on the electro motive force (EMF) is established. The first
section derives the semi-analytical description for an unskewed
actuator based on the general framework of [10]-[12] and the
next section extends these formulas for stator and translator
skewing.

II. THE SEMI-ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK FOR AN

UNSKEWED TOPOLOGY

In Fig. 2, a cross section of one pole-pair of the TPMA is
presented. Two axisymmetric coordinate systems are defined,
the stator coordinate system, (r, z), and the translator coordi
nate system, (r, z'), which are related by z' = z - ~z, where
~z is the relative position of the translator with respect to the
stator, which is zero in Fig. 2.

The FEM modelling is done with FLUX 2D, [13], for the
full actuator drawn in Fig. 1 with full pitch magnets, T m = Tp

End effects are thus included in the FEM model. However, in
order to make a comparison of the force waveforms without
cogging effect, the actuator is also simulated without current.
The netto force is then calculated as the total force of the
first simulation minus the cogging force, which results from
the simulation without current. The mesh for one pole-pair is
shown in Fig. 3.

In the semi-analytical framework, only one pole-pair of the
actuator is considered with periodical boundary conditions on
each side. End effects are thus excluded but can be modelled
afterwards [8]. Generally, the electromagnetic analysis con
cerns three main regions:

• ferromagnetic,
• non-magnetic with a source (coils or magnets),
• empty non-magnetic (air).

Due to the tubular structure, the actuator can be divided into
radial regions with the main assumption that the permeability
of all the materials is constant for every region. Altough the
magnetisation characteristic of the ferromagnetic material is
non-linear, no saturation is assumed. Also the configuration of
the non-magnetic air gap is changed continiously due to the
change of the translator position with respect to the slotted
ferromagnetic stator, but under the main assumption no tooth
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Fig. 3. Mesh distribution of the FE model for one pole-pair of the tubular
PM actuator.

where -JLo(J + \7 x M) is the source term depending on
the spatial variables, (r, z in this case), and time with J the
current density vector ans M the magnetisation vector of
the magnets. For a source free region, the Poisson equation
reduces to a Laplace equation, \72A = O. The Laplace and
Poisson equations are solved for every region of interest.
The complexity of the semi-analytical description increases
with the number of boundary conditions that is considered
and thereby also with the number of regions. Therefore,
assumptions have to be made, which restrict the number of
regions. The fields are solved for the magnets and the stator
coils as field sources seperately. Since only linear materials are

(7)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(8)

R.,

R,

Z'=Tp

0,

-JLo\7 x M,

00

Mrer = L J'l1n sin(mnz')en

n=l

2B"em 1 - cos(mr) (mr(l - Qp))
--- cos

JLo n7r 2'
n7r

M

Z'=-Tp

considered, the superposition principle is applied to calculate
the total magnetic field solution.

where A has only a component in the B-direction which is
independent of Bdue to the axial symmetry, A = Ae(r, z)ee,
with ee the unit vector in the B-direction. If the coordinate
system, (r, z'), indicated in Fig. 4 is considered, then the
magnetisation vector, M, can be described as

A. Magnetic field of the magnets

In Fig. 4 the division in radial regions of one pole-pair of the
TPMA is shown. For calculation of the magnetic fields caused
by the permanent magnets, the iron is assumed infinitely
permeable. This reduces the problem to only two regions,
the airgap and the magnet region. The non-magnetic region
is isolated from any magnetic behaviour since all the field
sources lie in between two regions with infinite permeability.
The Laplace and Poisson equations in terms of the magnetic
vector potential in both regions are given by

8Ae 8
B = \7 x A = -~er + -(rAe)ez " (9)

uZ' r8r

Fig. 4. Division in radial regions of one pole-pair of the tubular PM actuator
for calculation of the fields due to the magnets.

Tp

where e r is the unit vector in the r-direction, m n are the
spatial harmonics and B rem is the remanent flux density of the
magnets. The Laplace and Poisson equations, (4) and (5), are
solved by seperation of variables since it is a two-dimensional
case. In case of a three-dimensional problem, seperation of
variables is not always possible, [16]. The magnetic flux
density B is derived from A as

(3)\72 A = -JLo(J + \7 x M),

effect is included. A Carter's coefficient is often used to scale
the fields to account for the leakage flux through the coils,
and the fringing fields at the stator teeth, [14]. This coefficient
is derived from an empirical formula which is found by the
conformal mapping of a general slotted structure. Since salient
teeth are considered, the use of a Carter's coefficient is not
exact. It only scales the field solution in magnitude but it gives
no information about the fringing effect which exists at the
teeth tips, and therefore no cogging force can be calculated
with the use of this coefficient.

The magnetic fields can be solved in terms of the magnetic
vector potential, A, or the scalar potential, 'P, [15]. However,
since it is a two-dimensional problem, the magnetic vector
potential has only one component in the direction of symmetry
and can be treated as a scalar potential. The magnetostatic
Maxwell equations reduce to a Poisson equation in terms of
the magnetic vector potential is given by
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Fig. 5. Field distribution in the air gap due to the magnets for Ll z = O.

where K WA ' KWH and K wc can be described as a Fourier
series

Fig. 6. Division in radial regions for one pole-pair of the tubular PM actuator
for calculation of the fields due to the stator coils.

(10)

(ll )

(12)

(13)

0,

0,

BlIr.lr=Rm ,

Hnz,lr=Rm •

BIz,lr=R,

BlIz,lr=R,

BIrlr=R~

HIz,lr=Rm

with e z , = e z the unit vector in the axial direction. The
boundary conditions of regions I and II are given by

This gives for the magnetic flux densities in regions I and II
as

B Ir - ~ (aInBII(mnr) +bInBJCI(mnr)) sin(mnz'),

BIz, - ~ (aInBIo(mnr) - bInBJCo(mnr)) cos(mnz'),

Bn,. - ~ { (Kan(mnr) + a2n)BII(mnr)

- (Kbn(mnr) - b2n )BJCI (mnr)} sin(mnz'),

BlIz ' - ~ { (Kan(mnr) + a2n)BIo(mnr)

+ (Kbn(mnr) - b2n)BJCo(mnr)} cos(mnz'), (14)

where BIo and BJCo are modified bessel functions of the first
and second kind of the oth order respectively, and al n, bIn,
a2n and b2n are derived from the boundary conditions and
given in Appendix B together with the functions of K an and
Kbn. The field is calculated in the center of the air gap, Rag =

R~:{Ri
, for the dimensions given in Table II, the material

properties in Table III in Appendix A, and for n up to 50,
since higher harmonics have an influence of less then 1%.
Verification with the FEM is shown in Fig. 5. Good agreement
is achieved with the FEM calculation, the only difference is
the slotting effect, which is clearly visible at the positions of
the coils.

Care must be taken when describing K Wn for salient poles.
Only the part of the coil which is situated outside the teeth
has to be mapped onto a current sheet in order to model the
saliency of the slots, see illustration in Fig. 7.

This means that the width of the current sheets is not equal
to the width of the coils, T w, but equal to Tws = T, ~TtT'

where Tt is the tooth pitch and Ttp is the width of the tooth
tip. Therefore, the amplitude of the surface current density has
to be corrected with a factor, .:&... The winding distribution is

Tws

(16)

~ K Wn sin ( mn(z - Tt)).

~Kwnsin( mnz)'

~ K Wn sin ( mn(z + Tt)).

B. Field due to the stator coils

For calculation of the fields due to the stator coils, the iron
is again assumed infinitely permeable which again eliminates
three regions. Furthermore, since only the magnetic field of
the stator coils is considered, the magnets are modelled as an
air region, which is an acceptable assumption if fir is almost
equal to 1, which is true for rare-earth permanent magnets.
This results in only one region which consists of the air gap
and magnet region of previous section, called as region III,
Fig. 6. Note that the coordinate system is now changed to
(r, z). The coils are modelled by a surface current density
sheet distribution, J s , at the stator bore, Ri . The description
of J s consists of two parts for every phase, one is dependent
on z (winding distribution), K w , and the other is dependent
on b.z (commutation), JA , JB and Je. Thus, for a three phase
winding distribution this gives
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Fig. 7. Mapping of the coils onto a current sheet for salient poles.

Fig. 8. Field disuibution in the air gap due to the stator coils for llz = O.

discribed as a Fourier series given by

2 {(n7r) (n7r 3Tws )}K Wn = trn cos 3 - cos 3(1 - ----:;;:) . (17)
since there are no sources inside region III and can be solved
subject to the boundary conditions

The commutated surface current densities for a three phase
sinusoidal excitation are given by (with reference to the
proposed coordinate system)

Bm, (R;, z)

Bm, (Rr , z) (24)

and for a three phase rectangular excitation, these surface
current densities become

Kik = k: (Sin(k7r/3) + Sin(2k7r/3)). (22)

The variable, k, is used instead of n since both will appear in
the force calculation and distinction has to made between both
summations. Since the total surface current sheet distribution
is given, the field equation in terms of the magnetic vector
potential in region III, is given by a Laplace equation

which results for the magnetic field of the stator currents of
phase B described as

00 K
-MOJB L W

n

n=l (C4n Cl n - C2 n C3n )

{ C4n ELI (mnr) + C3n EKI (mnr) } cos(mnz),

00 K
= MOJB L W

n

n=l (C4n
Cln - C2n C3 n )

{C4nELo(mnr) - C3"BKo (mnr)} sin(mnz),

(25)

where the coefficients, Cl" ..C4", are given in Appendix B, and
the expressions for phases A and C are similar, replacing z by
z - Tt and z + Tt, and J B by J A and J c, respectively. The total
field due to the stator coils is calculated by superposition of
the fields of the different phases. The solution is verified with
the FEM and the results are shown in Fig. 8. Again a good
agreement has been found, however a relatively large error is
obtained at the sides, at coil A positive and C negative. At this
position, Li. z = 0, the current density is equal but opposite in
those coils, introducing a fluctuation of the magnetic field in
the semi-analytical solution seen in Fig. 8. However, in the
FE solution this fluctuation is much smaller since the coils
are not as close to the air gap as the current sheets of the
semi-analytical model. Also the current is more concentrated
in the semi-analytical framework. This leads to an error in the
field solution due to the current sheet modelling.

(18)

(19)

(20)

(23)

(21)

T hcTw (7rLi. z 27r)
JO-- cos -- - -

T ws Tp 3'

T hcTw (7rLi. z )JO--cos -- ,
T ws Tp

T hcTw (7rLi. z 27r)JO--COS -- + - ,
T ws Tp 3

J Of Kik cos (k (7r~Z _2;)),
k=l p .

Jo~Kik cos (k( 7r~z)),

J o~Kik cos (k(7r~Z + 2;)),

Jc

where K ik is given by
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Fig. 9. Electromotive force for a speed of 0.5 m1s for 360 electrical degrees. Fig. 10. Force as function of displacement for 360 electrical degrees.

Evaluation and verification with the FEM is shown in Fig.
9. It can be observed that acceptable agreement is achieved.
The FE calculation has a lower amplitude since leakage flux
through the coils is not modelIed in the semi-analytical model.

(29)
BrBe

B~ _ 1~12

BzBe

where n is the normal vector on the surface 5 and the tensor
is defined as

Fz = 1rRag L ax~ K Wn Cn [JA cos ( m n (6 z - Tt))

+JB cos ( mn6z) + Jc cos ( m n(6 z + Tt)) ],

(31 )

evaluation of this integral leads to

where Br, Be and B z are the total radial, angular and axial
magnetic field at the surface 5, respectively. The closed
surface, 5, is defined by the areas 51: Z = -Tp , 52: Z = Tp

and 53: r = Rag. Since the end effects are neglected, 51
and 52 have periodical boundary conditions, and therefore
the evaluation of (28) on both surfaces is equal, but since
the normal vectors of both surfaces are in opposite direction,
their total contribution is zero. Therefore, the integral is only
evaluated on surface, 53, which results in

where Lax = 2NpTp is the active axial length of the translator
and Cn is given in Appendix B.

The force is calculated for a displacement of 360 electrical
degrees (6 z = 0...2Tp ) with sinusoidal excitation with a
current density of Jo = 7.5 Almm2 and verified with the FEM
model of the actual actuator and the FEM model where the
stator is modelIed with surface current sheets. The solutions
are shown in Fig. 10.(28)N i'F = --.1!.. 'IT'.nd5,

J.to s

C. EMF calculation

The flux linkage, w, imposed by every phase, is approxi
mately the amount of radial flux due to the magnets imposed
by the corresponding teeth at the inner radius of the stator,
R;, given by

gives

e = -41rR;vNN sp~ (a 1nBIl (mnRi ) + b1nBIC1 (mnRi ))

sin (~1r) cos ( mn(D - 6 z)).

(27)

where D is equal to Tt, 0 or -Tt for phases A, B or
C, respectively, and N sp is the number of slots per phase.
Calculation of the EMF as

8w 8w 86z 8w
e = -- = ----- = --v (26)

8t 86z 8t 86 z '

D. Force calculation

The force calculation is performed by use of the MaxwelI
Stress Tensor, [15], calculated on a surface bounded by the
translator where the axial length is equal to the length of one
pole-pair (since boundary conditions are applied), and the total
force is obtained by multiplying with the number of pole-pairs,
N p ,
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m;'~., (l-cos(mn~s))

o
o

2 fo
1r

sin (mn~s Sin(e)) de

TABLE I
COEFFICIENTS Ten AND T Sn FOR DIFFERENT SKEWING TOPOLOGIES.

Linear m;'~s sin(mn~s)

Triangular m;'~., sin(mn~s)

Sinusoidal 27f13Jo(mn~s)

Half sinusoidal 27f13Jo(mn~s)

2r.o2r.o

b

where p is the number of repetitions and ~s is the skewing
Fig. 11. Possible skewing topologies. The skewing amplitude is indicated amplitude. Thus, with this transformation, it is possible to use
by ~s. the equations derived for the unskewed actuator, where z is

replaced by Zsk according to (32).

Comparison of the semi-analytical solution with the FEM
model of the surface current sheets gives a very good agree
ment. However, comparison of the semi-analytical solution
with the slotted FEM model introduces an error in the sixth
harmonic, which is due to the current sheet modelling error
as explained in section B. But in any case, the DC value is
calculated within 1 percent.

B. EMF calculation

The EMF waveform of a skewed actuator for stator or
translator skewing is the same, therefore no distinction has
to be made. Consider again the flux linkage imposed by every
phase (26) but now the skewing transformation is applied.
Since the axisymmetry is lost, an integration over 8 is also
necessary

III. THE SEMI-ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK FOR SKEWED
TOPOLOGIES

In this section, the semi-analytical formulas of the previous
section will be adapted for skewed topologies. The distinction
will be made between stator and translator skewing, since there
is a small difference in the force calculation.

A. Skewing transformation

For unskewed topologies the actuator can be described in
the (r, z)-plane due to the axisymmetry. If skewing is applied,
the axisymmetry is lost and the problem becomes a three
dimensional one. However, skewing is nothing more then a
shift of the z-axis dependent on 8. Thus, consider

Evaluation of the EMF by (26) gives

00

e = -47l'RivNN sp L
n=l

(a1nBY1 (mnR i ) + b1nBn (mnR i )) sin (n;)
[Tcn cos (mn(D - ~z)) + TSn sin (mn(D - ~z))],

(34)

where 5(8) is defined as the skewing transformation. Different
skewing topologies are shown in Fig. 11 and the corresponding
skewing transformations are

• Linear (a):
5(8) = Q.:J!..

2r. '
where these integrals are evaluated (if possible) in Table I for
the different skewing topologies that are considered.

If, for example, sinusoidal skewing is considered, then the
only difference between (27) and (34) is a factor BJo(mn~s)
for every n. Note that the number of periods, p, does not
influence the EMF waveform.

zsk = Z + 5(8),

• Triangular (b), (c):

{

p6,.J} _ kp~
5 8 - r. s

( ) - -P~.J} + (k + 1)p~s
for k = O... (p - 1),

(32)

k2r. < 8 < (2k+l)r.

(k+l)r. < 8 < 2(k~1)r.
p p

where TCn and TSn are defined as

121r
cos (mn 5(B)) dB,

121r
sin (mn 5(8))d8,

(35)

(36)

• Sinusoidal (d), (f):
5(8) = ~s sin(p8),

• Half Sinusoidal (e):
5(8) = ~sl sin(p8)I,

C. Force calculation

There is a difference in the force level when translator or
stator skewing is considered. To explain this in a clear way, let
us consider only the Lorentz force density, f = J x B, where
B consists predominantly of the radial field of the magnets.
Therefore, by approximation the Lorentz force density is given
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from Fig. 12 as

Fig. 13. Normalised first harmonic of the EMF-waveform for different
skewing topologies.

(39)

350300

-e- Sinusoidal
~ Half sinusoidal
--+- Tnangular
-Linear

250150 200
d

s
(el.deg.)

10050

0.9

0.8

0.7

0.6

~
!J!.- 0.5
0)-

0.4

0.3

0.2

0.1

00

which are difficult, if not impossible, to solve analytically, and
in this case these integrals are solved numerically.

Ten 121r

cos (arctan (~i d~~B))) cos (mnS(B))dB,

TSn 121r

cos ( arctan (~i d~~B))) sin (mnS(B))dB,

(40)

<p = arctan (~i 8~~B)).

If (37) is applied, (38) still holds, but Ten and T Sn change to

Fig. 12. Illustration of the different current density components for stator
skewing.

R N r21r l TP

IFz = :0 P Jo -T

p

(Brr +BmJ(Blz +BmJdzdB r=Rag'

(37)
where the skewing transformation is applied to BI, and BIz.
Again the force equation becomes similar to (31) but with an
extra factor, Ten' for the cosine terms and additional sine terms
with an extra factor, Tsn ,

by fz = JsBI,. If translator skewing is considered, then B j ,

does not change in direction and the two vectors J and B
are still orthogonal. If, however, stator skewing is considered,
the B-component of the current density vector J decreases and
an extra component in the z-direction exists, which does not
contribute to axial thrust. Therefore, in general, the force level
will be slightly lower for stator skewing then for translator
skewing depending on the skewing amplitude, .6.s •

1) Translator skewing: If translator skewing is considered,
the magnets are skewed according to the skewing trans
formation. The magnetic field of the magnets undergoes a
transformation, which is dependent on B. The evaluation of
the force by means of the Maxwell Stress Tensor is therefore
changed to

Fz = Rag L;x ~ KwnCn [Ten {JAcos ( m n (.6. z - Tt))

+ JB cos ( mn.6.z) + JC cos ( mn(L~z + Tt)) }

+TSn { JA sin ( m n (.6. z - Tt))

+ JB sin ( m n .6. z ) + Jc sin ( mn (.6. z + Tt)) }l
(38)

2) Stator skewing: The calculation of the field due to the
stator currents, Bm, is based upon a surface current density
distribution in the B-direction. When stator skewing is applied,
the current density distribution also has an axial direction
and therefore, for the same amount of current density, the B
component decreases. This is illustrated in Fig. 12. The surface
current density distribution, Js , used in the formulas of Bm ,
has to be corrected by a factor, cos(<p), where ¢ can be derived

D. Dependency on the skewing amplitude, .6.s

The reason to apply skewing is to reduce the cogging
effect, the force ripple due to the winding distribution and
the harmonics of the magnetic field of the magnets, and
the THD of the EMF waveform, THDe . A disadvantage of
skewing is that not only the higher harmonics decrease, but
also the fundamental and subharmonics of the magnetic field,
which contribute to the mean value of the force, decrease. A
compromise has to be made between the amount of harmonic
content and the amplitude of the fundamental of the EMF
waveform, ej. In Fig. 13, the amplitude of the fundamental
of the EMF waveform, el, normalised on the amplitude of
the fundamental of the unskewed waveform, elunsk ' is plotted
as a function of the skewing amplitude for different skewing
topologies.

The result is quite understandable, if, for example, triangular
skewing is considered, then it is obvious that for a skewing
amplitude of 180 el.deg. (or 360 el.deg.), ej drops to zero
since every slot of the stator links as much positive flux as
negative flux, and the total flux linkage is always zero. For
linear skewing this happens at 360 el.deg.
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Fig. 14. Normalised THD of the EMF-waveform for different skewing Fig. 15. EMF waveform for sinusoidal skewing with 6. 8 = 65°E.
topologies.

Furthermore, the THDe normalised on the THDe,n,;k of the
unskewed actuator is plotted as function of the skewing ampli
tude for different skewing topologies in Fig. 14. It can be seen
that the THDe drops much faster then el, which means that
the THDe can be decreased drastically without loosing much
performance. If, for example, the first suboptimal skewing
amplitude of 25 electrical degrees of the sinusoidal skewing
is considered, then el is only decreased with 6%, whereas
the THDe is decreased with 82%. In order to verify the
semi-analytical framework for skewed topologies, a FEM
calculation could be performed for the skewed actuator. In
order to avoid a complex three-dimensional FEM model, an
overlay and add method is used on the unskewed waveform,
which is a MATLAB script that basically applies (41)

found but the slotting effect cannot be incorporated in a
straightforward way. The semi-analytical framework has been
extended for skewed topologies, and it has been shown that
the formulas for the unskewed topology still hold and only
an extra correction factor is needed to describe the effect
of skewing for translator and stator skewing, respectively.
With this semi-analytical framework an optimisation can be
performed in order to find the optimal skewing topology and
skewing amplitude for minimisation of the THD of the EMF
waveform depending on the application and to reduce the force
ripple which results from the winding distribution and the
harmonics of the magnetic field of the magnets.

ApPENDIX A

(41) TABLE II
DIMENSIONS AND PARAMETERS OF THE TUBULAR ACTUATOR

esk(~z) = ~o ~ eunsk ( ~z + S (~;) ).

where No is the number of divisions in the B-direction and
eunsk is the FE solution of the unskewed EMF waveform. This
is exactly how the FLUX software, [13], internally calculates
linear skewing applied to rotary machines. In Fig. 15, the
EMF waveform is plotted for sinusoidal skewing of 65 el.deg.
together with the FEM overlay and add solution, in this case
el is decreased with 30% and the THDe is decreased with
90%.

The same thing can be done for the force waveform but
similar results are found since the coefficients, Ten and T sn ,
are the same for the force and EMF calculation for a given
skewing topology. The only difference is a lower DC level
of the force for stator skewing, depending on the skewing
amplitude.

IV. CONCLUSION

Semi-analytical expressions for the magnetic field distribu
tion inside the air gap of a tubular PM actuator are derived.
From these expressions the force and EMF waveforms are
calculated and verified with FEM. Good agreement has been

Dimension

hbi
he
h m
h t

9
N
Np

Nph
Ns
N sp

Rag

Rb

Ri
Rm
Rr

Rs
Tm

T p

Tt

Ttt

Ttp

Tw
Twp

T W8

Value
7.8 mm

22.5 mm
5 mm
2mm
1 mm

1
5
3

15
5

33.8 mm
5mm

34.3 mm
33.3 mm
28.3 mm
66.6 mm
32.3 mm
32.3 mm

21.467 mm
15.533 mm

19.1 mm
3 mm

64.6 mm
1.1835 mm

Description
Height of the back iron
Height of the coils
Height of the magnets
Height of the teeth tips
Airgap length
Number of windings
Number of pole-pairs facing the air gap
Number of phases
Number of slots
Number of slots per phase N 8 / Nph
Mean radius of the air gap
Radius of the aluminium bar
Inner radius of the stator
Outer radius of the magnets
Radius of the iron part of the rotor
Outer radius of the stator
Magnet pitch
Pole pitch
Slot pitch
Tooth width
Width of the teeth tips
Width of the windings
Winding pitch
Width of the current sheets
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( .£o..u.. + C7n) (91l. lC (m R ) + lCb (m R ))
C671 CBn C4n an n m n n m

1.23 T
1.05
47< . 10-7 Tm/A

Cl n = BIO(mnR i ),

C3n = BIO(mnRr ),

CS n = BIO(mnRm ),

C7n = BII(mnRm ),

[8] J. Wang, D. Howe, and G. Jewell, "Fringing in tubular permanent
magnet machines: Part II. cogging force and its minimization," IEEE
Transactions on Magnetics, vol. 39, no. 6, pp. 3517-3522, November
2003.

[9] J. L. G. Janssen, J. J. H. Paulides, E. Lomonova, and A. J. A. Vanden
put, "Cogging force reduction in tubular permanent magnet actuators,"
Turkey, Antalia. 2006. pp. 1--6.

[10] 1. Wang, G. W. Jewell, and D. Howe, "A general framework for the
analysis and design of tubular linear permanent magnet machines," IEEE
Transactions on Magnetics, vol. 35, no. 3, pp. 1986-2000, May 1999.

[11] 1. Wang, D. Howe, and G. W. Jewell, "Analysis and design optimization
of an improved axially magnetized tubular permanent-magnet machine,"
IEEE Transactions on Energy Conversion, vol. 19. no. 2, pp. 289-295,
June 2004.

[12] S. M. Jang, J. Y. Choi, S. H. Lee. S. K. Cho, and W. B. lang, "Analysis
of the tubular motor with halbach and radial magnet array," International
Conference on Electrical Machines and Systems, vol. 1, pp. 250-252,
2003.

[13] Cedrat Co., Flux 9.10 2D and 3D applications. New features, Meylan,
France, 2005.

[l4] Z. Q. Zhu and D. Howe, "Instantaneous magnetic field distribution
in brushless permanent magnet DC motors, part Ill: Effect of stator
slotting," IEEE Transactions on Magnetics, vol. 29, no. I, pp. 143-151,
1993.

[15] E. Furlani, Permanent Magnet and Electromechanical devices. USA:
Academic Press, 200 I.

[l6] Y. Zhilichev, "Calculation of magnetic field of tubular permanent magnet
assemblies in cylindrical bipolar coordinates," IEEE Transactions on
Magnetics, vol. 43, no. 7, pp. 3189-3196, july, 2007.

C2n = BKO(mnRi ),

C4n = BKO(mnRr ),

C6n = BKO(mnRm ),

CSn = B KI (mnRm ),

Remanent flux density of the magnets
Relative recoil permeability of the magnets
Permeability of free air

TABLE III
MATERIAL PROPERTIES

Description

ApPENDIX B

ValueProperty
B rem

J.Lr
J.Lo

( )( ) ( )( )'
Sl..u. _ .£o..u. £l.u. + £Ill + /l Sl..u. + £Ill .£o..u. _ £l.u.
C4:n C6n C2n C~TI. r C4n C8n C6n C2n

Cln
bIn = --aln ,

C2n
C3n

b2n = --a2n,
C4n

aln c3n - bln C4n ( ) )
en = BIO(mnRag B K1 (mnRag

C4nCln - C2n C3n

+ B II (mnRag )BKO ( mnRug )).
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Abstract-In Part I of the paper, a semi-analytical framework
is derived for the magnetic field calculation in the air gap of
a tubular permanent magnet (PM) actuator. The extension is
made for skewed topologies. However, the slotting eft'ect and its
related cogging force cannot be determined in a straightforward
way. Therefore, the Schwarz-Christoft'el (SC) conformal mapping
method will be applied to one pole-pair of the tubular PM
actuator. This mapping allows for field calculation in a domain
where standard field solutions can be used. In this way slotting
eft'ect can be taken into account, however skewing cannot be
implemented directly. The SC-conformal mapping method is only
valid for two-dimensional Cartesian domains. Therefore, a special
transformation from the cylindrical to the Cartesian coordinate
system is applied to describe the tubular actuator as a linear
actuator.

I. INTRODUCTION

Analytical descriptions of the magnetic field distribution
and the related force and EMF waveforms have the advantage
of giving physical insight into the design and optimisation
problem of finding the optimal geometry for a given set of
performance specifications. Although these methods are very
elegant and fast, for a geometry with a slotted structure, the
slotting effect is difficult to incorporate. This slotting effect
and its related cogging force can be eliminated by means of
control, [I], however, reducing this effect during the design
offers the benefit of reducing the need for control, and thereby
increasing the efficiency and stability of the actuator. In [2],
it is shown that the cogging force due to the slotting effect
can have an amplitude of 120 N, which can be relativly
large depending on the application, and therefore it cannot
be neglected during the design and optimisation process.

In order to model this effect, the Schwarz-Christoffel (SC)
conformal mapping technique is used, [3]. This theory origi
nates form the Riemann mapping theorem (1851) which states
that any simply connected region in the complex domain can
be mapped onto any other provided that neither is the entire
plane. This method was widely described in the literature

- -'"-,"-

Fig. I. Cross section of one pole-pair of the tubular PM actuator.

and mainly adressed to the rotary machines: synchronous and
asynchronous ones, [4]-[8]. This paper explains an application
of this method for a tubular PM actuator in order to calculate
the related cogging force due to the slotting effect, as well as
the total force (neglecting end effects). The tubular structure of
the machine gives some complications since the SC-mapping
technique only applies to two-dimensional Cartesian domains.
A mapping based upon 'unrolling' and 'stretching' the tubular
machine into a linear machine is used to tackle this problem.
Furthermore, the modelling of coils and magnets in the map
ping domain is considered and the results are verified with
finite element (FE) software of FLUX [9] .

In Fig. I a cross section of one pole-pair of the tubular PM
actuator is shown together with the relevant dimensions, where
the values are given in Table I and the material properties
in Table II of Appendix A. Note that in this case full pitch
magnets are considered, Tm = Tp , but the technique also
applies for other magnet to pole pitch ratios.



II. SCHWARZ-CHRISTOFFEL CONFORMAL MAPPING

Conformal mapping is a mathematical transformation of
one domain to another. It has the ability to map a complex
structure, like a slotted stator, to a relative simple structure
(circle, rectangle, bi-infinite strip, upper half plane, etc.) of
which the field solutions are given in the literature. The
original domain is called as the W-domain, where the ac
tuator consists of vertices, WI, ... , W n , and interior angles,
al7f, ... , an 7f, in counterclockwise order. The mapping domain
is called as the Z-domain with corresponding prevertices,
ZI, ... , Zn. It is possible to consider the total actuator including
end and slotting effects, however one pole-pair, see Fig. 2, has
already 28 vertices. Taking into account that the total actuator
consists of five pole-pairs, N p = 5, this would result in a
polygon of more than 140 points since the extra pole-pairs
of the translator, which are situated outside the stator, have
to be taken into account in order to model the end effects.
The calculation of the mapping function and magnetic field
distribution would therefore need a long computation time.
However, the end effects can be considered seperately from
the total force by firstly, considering only one pole-pair of the
total actuator, hereby excluding the end effects, and secondly,
considering only end effects by modelling the stator as a full
iron block, which decreases the number of vertices drastically.
In this paper only one pole-pair of the actuator is considered,
but end effects can be modelled by following basically the
same strategy.

Due to the physical nature of the electrical machines, the
conversion of the electromagnetic energy takes place in the air
gap. Thus, the identification of the magnetic field inside the
air gap is one of the major steps within the design procedure
of electrical machines. The polygon, Pw , should therefore
represent the air gap. However, the polygon, Pw , must be
closed and since the airgap region for one pole-pair is not
a closed structure in a linear machine, periodical boundary
conditions are applied, which are represented by two extra
lines in the total polygon, (Wl,W2) and (W3,W4), see Fig.
2. The mapping of this polygon onto a rectangle is applied,
where it is ensured that the left and right sides of the rectangle
correspond to the extra lines, (WI, W2) and (W3, W4), in the W
domain. Therefore, the same periodical boundary conditions
can be applied in the Z-domain, hereby eliminating the need
of an extra transformation to enforce periodical boundary
conditions. Normally, the rectangle is mapped onto a circle
to enforce periodical boundary conditions, [51.

The mapping function from a rectangle polygon, Pz , in the
Z-domain to the actuator airgap polygon, Pw , in the W-domain
is given by [3]

W = f(z) = A + C / IT (z - Zk)a k
-

1dz. (1)
z k=1

where A and C are a complex offset and scaling constant,
respectively.

In Fig. 3 the mapping in the Z-domain is shown. Note that
the four corners in the W-domain, (WI, ... , W4), correspond
to the four corners in the Z-domain, (ZI, ... , Z4). This is
necessary in order to have the same boundary conditions on

2
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Fig. 2. Polygon Pw of the airgap region of one pole-pair of the tubular PM
actuator.

lIon

Fig. 3. Mapping of the polygon Pw to the rectangular Z-domain.

each side of the rectangle in the Z-domain. So, the lines,
(ZI, Z2) and (Z3, Z4), are periodic boundary conditions and the
lines, (Z2, Z3) and (Z4, ZI), represent the boundary conditions
at the iron.

The goal is to calculate the field at the center radius of
the air gap, Rag = RmiR" therefore it is necessary to know
which points in the Z-domain correspond to the points of the
center radius of the air gap in the W-domain. This is done by
the inverse transformation, Z = f- 1 (w), which is impossible
to solve analytically for polygons which consist of more then
four points, and therefore this inverse transformation is calcu
lated numerically. Since this increases the computation time,
these points have to be limited according to the application.
Once the points in the Z-domain are determined, the field
solution can be calculated at these points. The field solution
obtained at the points, z" can then be plotted as function of
the corresponding points in the W-domain, w" which is the
desired solution. So the strategy can be summerised as:

• Define polygon Pw in the W-domain,
• Calculate mapping function f(z),
• Define grid (Zi) in the Z-domain by f- 1(Wi),
• Calculate field in the Z-domain at points Zi,
• Mapping of the field solution to the W-domain,
• Proceed with EMF and force calculation.

III. ApPLICATION OF SC-MAPPlNG

A. Coordinate system

The SC-mapping strategy is applied to one pole-pair of the
tubular PM actuator. In order to use the SC-mapping method
for field calculation in the Z-domain and transform it to the
W-domain. Consider the magnetostatic Maxwell equations in
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Fig. 4. Unrolling from (r, z) to (u, v).

terms of the magnetic vector potential, A, given by the Poisson
equation Fig. 5. The permeances in both coordinate systems.

\72 A = -/Lo(J + \7 X M), (2)

where -/La (J + \7 x M) is a source term depending on spatial
parameters and/or time, with J the current density vector
and M the magnetisation vector of the magnets. Note that,
since it is a two-dimensional problem, also the scalar potential
could be used. For a source-free region, the Poisson equation
reduces to the Laplace equation \72 A = O. These equations
should be the same in both domains. The Z-domain is always
a two-dimensional Cartesian coordinate system, (x, y), but
the W-domain is a two-dimensional axisymmetric cylindrical
coordinate system, (r, z), which has a different form of
Laplace equation. In both domains the magnetic field has
only directions in (r, z) and (x, y), respectively, therefore, the
magnetic vector potential, A, has only a direction orthogonal
to both directions of both domains, which is independent on
the orthogonal direction. So, in summary

(10)

AW-dom

A Z - dom

A(r, z)eJ..'

A(x, y)eJ..'

(3)

(4)

as depicted in Fig. 5, then the permeances in r-, Z-, u- and
v-directions are given by

Pr
/L1r(rj + r2)dz

(7)
r2 - rl

Pz
/L1r (r§ - rr)

(8)
dz

Pu
/LLdv

(9)
U2 - Uj

/LL(U2 - Ul)

dv
It can be observed that the axial permeances depend quadrat
ically on r. Therefore, the transformation from the axisym
metric cylindrical coordinate system to the two-dimensional
Cartesian coordinate system is performed by keeping the axial
permeances equal, Pv = Pz . And since dv = dz, the final
transformation of the coordinate system is given by

Note that this introduces an error for the radial permeances,
however this error is zero in the middle of the air gap, which
is the most important position since the force is evaluated on
the magnetic field solution in the middle of the air gap.

B. Field calculation

For calculation of the mapping function, the MATLAB®
SC Toolbox [10] is used, the current version was released
in 2005. This toolbox allows for automatic calculation of
the mapping function (I). The polygon, Pw , is defined as
in Fig. 2, where the transformation (11)-(12) is applied.
If the mapping function is calculated, the grid in the W
domain has to be defined according to the points where the
magnetic field has to be calculated. The grid points in the
W-domain, 'Wi = Vi + jUi, are complex numbers where the
real part corresponds to the v-direction and the imaginary part
corresponds to the u-direction. If a uniform grid is considered,
all these points undergo an inverse transformation which is
very time-consuming, and it is useful to consider only points
inside the polygon, Pw , and eliminate the other ones, since
for these points the mapping function (I) does not hold, see
Fig. 6.

where eJ.. is the unit vector in orthogonal direction of both
domains, and evaluation of \72A gives

2 8
2
A + ~ 8A _ ~A + 8

2
A (5)\7 A W - dom ,

8r2 r 8r r 2 8z2

82 A 82 A
\72 A Z - dom 8x2 + 8

y
2' (6)

This means that a field solution in the Z-domain does not
correspond to a field solution in the W-domain. Therefore, the
geometry of the actuator is transferred from the axisymmetric
cylindrical coordinate system, (r, z), to a Cartesian coordinate
system, (u, v), by 'unrolling' and 'stretching' the tubular
actuator, see Fig. 4. The mean area of the air gap is kept
constant by taking the depth of the two-dimensional Cartesian
model, L, equal to the circumference of the air gap, 21rRag,
and the geometry parameters in the direction of movement are
also kept the same, v = z.

While unrolling the actuator from (r, z) to (u, v), the per
meances in the r- and z-directions should be the same as the
permeances in u- and v-directions in order to have the same
electromechanical behaviour. This means that Pu = Prand
Pv = Pz . However since v is already defined, there is only
a freedom of changing u. Solving two independent equations
with only one variable is impossible. Therefore, in general, it
will be impossible to describe the tubular actuator as a linear
actuator with the exactly the same behaviour. If a piece of
material is considered in both the tubular and linear actuator,

U

v

(II)

(12)
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Fig. 7. Demagnetisation curve of the magnets and the load line.

Load line __

Opprating point-....
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Fig. 8. Point wires in the W-domain and Z-domain of one pole-pair of the
tubular PM actuator.

Another option is to calculate the magnetic vector potential
in the Z-domain, since it has only a component in the e
direction, which is unchanged due to the transformation. The
magnetic vector potential is then easily obtained in the W
domain and the magnetic field in the W-domain can then be
calculated by

The total mapping of the wires is shown in Fig. 8. The next
step is to calculate the field solution in the Z-domain for all
these point wires. The flux density has directions in u and v,
but due to the transformation the u-direction (or v-direction)
in the W-domain does not correspond to the y-direction (or
x-direction) in the Z-domain, and therefore if the flux density
has to be mapped back to the W-domain, the gradient of the
mapping function has to be taken into account

(16))
BZ-dom(Z)

BW-dom(W = 'V f(z) .

1m
Hmhm (13)±--

Nm '

H m
B m (14)--

J.lrJ.lo

These points are then transformed to the Z-domain by
the inverse transformation f-l(Wi)' The grid in the air gap
and the magnets is relatively unchangable due to the SC
transformation, whereas the grid of the coils however, is almost
mapped into a point as indicated in Figs. 6 and 8. This
phenomenon is called crowding and it is best to avoid it
because it influences the accuracy of the solution [11].

The coils are squares in the W-domain but in the Z-domain
they are definitely not. In order to use standard field solutions
in the Z-domain, the square coil is divided into a finite number
of points, wp , each with a current, Ie = N~;h, where Iph is
the phase current, N is the number of windings and N e is the
number of point wires used for mapping the square coil. These
point wires, zp, are also mapped into the Z-domain, where the
magnetic field is calculated for each of them. The same holds
for the magnets and therefore, they are modelled as two current
sheets at the side of the magnets. This equivalency is valid
for rare-earth permanent magnets where J.lr is close to unity
and when a homogeneous magnetisation is considered. These
current sheets consist of a finite number, N m , of points, which
are also mapped to the Z-domain. The value of the current for
one wire of the current sheet is defined as

Fig. 6. Grid in the W-domain and Z-domain of one pole-pair of the tubular
PM actuator.

I \
I . ~7,',,",.":: y::

r::::::::::::::<>:::::I:::::::=:::::: :::: :: :::T
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 'I- ..

~x

However, since (18) requires more points, Wi, to be mapped in
order to calculate the curl, it is more efficient to calculate B
in the Z-domain and use (16) to calculate the magnetic field in
the W-domain. The total magnetic field solution is obtained by

where B rem is the remanence flux density, J.lr is the recoil
permeability and hm is the original height of the magnets in
the cylindrical coordinate system. The working point of the
magnet is approximately given by

(15)

AW-dom(W)

BW-dom(W)

AZ-dom(Z),

'V X AW-dom(w).

(17)

(18)
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D. Force calculation

(22)

(25)

(24)

0.030.020.01

-0.01-0.02

~:E-,~-B
-0.03 -0.02 -0.01 0

z(m)

''Ei='1
i[o.~

o
-0.03

For the evaluation of the EMF waveform, the flux linkage of
each phase must be calculated. The magnetic field is evaluated
at the stator bore, R i , instead of Rag and the flux linkage is
approximately the amount of radial flux at the tooth of the
phase that is considered

!..L+D IW= 271"RiN12 Bu(u,v)dv ,
-:!f+D U=g(Ri),Ic=O

where D is equal to -Tt, 0 or Tt for phase A, B or C
respectively. This is the flux linkage of one tooth per phase
and it has to be multiplied by the number of teeth per phase,
N sp , for the total flux linkage per phase. The EMF is then
calculated as

C. EMF calculation

~c :~ .==:c:= 1-.~~"~~
-2

-0.03 -0.02 -0-01 0 0.01 0.02 0.03
z(m)

Fig. 10. Magnetic field in the air gap of one pole-pair of the tubular PM
actuator.

aW aW a6., aW
e = - at = - a6.

z
at' = - a6.

z
v. (23)

These waveforms are calculated for a constant speed of &~z =
0.5 m/s and shown in Fig. II together with the FE calculation,
good agreement has been found. The EMF waveforms of the
SC-mapping are slightly higher then the FE calculation due
to the calculation of the fields at R i which introduces a small
error caused by the transformation from (r, z) to (u, v).

When the total field distribution in the air gap is known,
the force acting on the translator can be calculated by means
of the Maxwell Stress Tensor

NPtF = - 'lI'.ndS,
/.Lo s

where n is the normal vector on the surface S, N p is the
number of pole-pairs and the tensor is defined as

B; - 1~12 BrBe BrBz]
B B B 2 - @f B Bere 2 e z

B B B B B 2 _@f
z r z e z 2

where x p = Re(zp), yp = Im(zp), dx - and dy - the dimensions
of the rectangle of the Z-domain and I is the current of the
point wire, Ie, in the case of the coils and 1m , in the case of
the magnets.

Additionally the magnetic field in the W-domain is calcu
lated by (16) and compared with a FEM calculation for a
phase current of Iph = l'1

c
' for Jo = 7.5 A/mm2

, A e the
area of the coils in the cylindrical domain and the parameters
given in Tables I, ?? and III , the solution is plotted in Fig.
10. Very good agreement of the field solution inside the air
gap has been found within 2%. Note that the FE calculation
is performed on the axisymmetric cylindrical model.

superposition of the individual field solutions of every point
wire.

Thus, consider the Z-domain with one-point wire. The top
and bottom of the rectangle have an iron boundary, whereas
the left and right ones have periodic boundary conditions. The
magnetic field solution is obtained by applying the imaging
method to the top and bottom boundaries, and translation to
the left and right boundaries. Normally, the imaging method
requires a summation over the imaged point wires, but an
analytical description is given in [12]. The only summation
left is for superposition of the magnetic field of the translated
point wires in the x-direction, Fig. 9. In practice, only a finite
number of translations is considered, Nt.

The magnetic field of a single point wire is given by [12]

BZ-dom(X, y) = Bx(x, y)ex + By(x, y)ey, (19)

with

Fig. 9. Imaging and translation of a point wire in the Z-domain of one
pole-pair of the tubular PM actuator.

Z-domain

Periodical boundary conditions
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Fig. II. EMF waveforms of the tubular PM actuator for a constant speed Fig. 12. Thrust force excluding end effects.
of 0.5 mls.

(26)

where Br, Be and B z is the total radial, angular and axial
magnetic field at the surface 5, respectively. In (24), 5 is
the closed surface which consists of the airgap surface, 51 :
u = g(Rag ), the sides of the W-domain, 52 : v = -Tp and
53 : v = Tp , and a surface in the back iron of the translator,
54 : u = g(Rb). If (24) is evaluated on 5, only the surface of
the air gap, 51, is important because the sides of the w-plane,
52 and 53, have periodic boundary conditions which cancel
each other since their normal vectors are in opposite direction,
and the surface in the back iron of the magnets, 54, has a high
permeability which is negligible compared to the permeability
of the air gap. This simplifies equation (24) to

N L fTP
Fv = _P- Bu(g(Rag),v)Bv(g(Rag),v)dv.

J-lo -Tp

When movement is involved, only the sheets of the magnets
are moved in the v-direction. In this way the mapping function
stays fixed during movement. no grid mapping and coil
mapping have to be performed which take a lot of computation
time. The verification with FEM is shown in Fig. 12 and
acceptable agreement has been found within 5% accuracy. This
total force does not include end effects, however cogging effect
due to the slotted structure is identified. The slotting effect
itself is also calculated and verified with FEM, shown in Fig.
13. In every case acceptable results within 5% accuracy are
achieved. It is wise to mention that the force calculation by
means of the Maxwell Stress Tensor is very sensitive to the
density of the grid.

IV. COMPUTATION TIME

Another issue that has to be considered is the computation
time. In this geometry, a transformation of a polygon of 28
points has to be mapped which takes about 33 seconds, which
is quite long when optimisation is considered. But if the
polygon is slightly changed, which will be the case during
optimisation, the SC-mapping algorithm can use the previous
simulated mapping in order to calculate the mapping of the

150~~--~--~------,------,------.---~-----,

100

50

~
~ 0
o

LL

-50

_
100U -SCmapping

• FEM axisymmetric
-150 ~--=':------"--'--------l::=====C=~~~~

-150 -100 -50 0 50 100 150
D.

z
(el.deg.)

Fig. 13. Cogging effect due to slotting.

changed polygon, which results in a much faster mapping and
is therefore still usefull for optimisation. The field and force
calculations take less then a second, depending on the number
of images and translations in the Z-domain and the resolution
of the air gap. The coils consist of a finite number of wires
which are mapped in the Z-domain. In Fig. 8 it can be observed
that all these wires are almost mapped onto one point in the Z
domain. Thus, if knowledge about the field distribution close
to the coils is not necessary (for example, for force calculation)
the coils can be modelled by just a single wire which saves a
number of field calculations and inverse mappings.

V. CONCLUSION

The SC-mapping technique for determination of the mag
netic field in the air gap and thrust force for a tubular PM
actuator is presented. A transformation has to be used in
order to apply the SC-mapping technique for a tubular PM
actuator. The advantage of this technique is that the slotting
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ApPENDIX

TABLE I
DIMENSIONS AND PARAMETERS OF THE TUBULAR ACTUATOR

effect can be taken into account and results are generated
in a relatively fast way. However, for a tubular actuator, a
special transformation has to be applied in order to describe the
geometry in a Cartesian coordinate system. The various steps
have been described in order to apply the SC-mapping for
evaluation of the magnetic field, EMF and force waveforms.
Accurate results up to 3.5% have been achieved with a
relatively short computational time.

In Part I of the paper, the semi-analytical framework is
presented for calculation of the force waveform, neglecting
end and slotting effects. In this paper, the slotting effect
is identified with the SC-mapping technique. Both tools are
implemented in a MATLAB environment which gives the
ability to combine both solutions, in order to calculate the total
force in a relatively fast way, neglecting end effects. However
these end effects can be calculated with the semi-analytical
framework, [13], or with the SC-mapping technique using the
same strategy as described in this paper. Combining the three
solutions gives the total force with the inclusion of all the force
ripples. In fact, it is also possible to use only the SC-mapping
method, but keep in mind that the mapping from the cylindrical
to the Cartesian domain introduces an error, which can become
significant for geometries with larger airgap lengths. If the end
effects could be described by one of both models, then the total
force profile of the tubular PM actuator could be determined
in a relatively fast way. A combination of both models can
therefore be used as a framework for optimisation technique
in order to find the optimal geometry for maximising the mean
force and minimising the total force ripple of the tubular PM
actuator.
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Radius of the iron pari of the rotor
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Magnet pitch
Pole pitch
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Winding pitch
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Abstract

The paper describes the design and experimental
validation of a high temperature, parallel-polarised
permanent magnet electromagnetic actuator developed
for fail-safe applications. The actuator is designed to
operate in an ambient temperature of 230°C, has a stroke
of 2 mm and minimum force requirement, which can be
maintained with zero current, of 1kN for the entire
stroke. To minimise the mass of the final design thermal
modelling has been used to determine the acceptable
current rating for the device, features were added to the
pole faces to linearise the force characteristic, and high
temperature grades of materials were used. A prototype
actuator has been constructed and experimentally
validated at the rated operating temperature of 230°C.

1. Introduction

There is a trend in many areas such as aerospace, gas
turbines, and processing plants to replace mechanical
linkages and hydraulic systems by direct electrical
actuation. This change results in requirements for
electromagnetic actuation in harsher environments
specificall in terms of hi h temperature [1 .

Figure 1: Sectioned schematic of a parallel-polarised
permanent magnet latching actuator.

This paper describes the design and experimental
testing of a parallel-polarised permanent magnet latching
actuator suitable for high temperature applications. A
particular feature of this actuator, which is shown in Fig.
1, is its inherent fail-safe behaviour, since the armature
retracts to the closed position in the absence of stator
current without the requirement for a return spring. The
permanent magnet produces a bias flux in the magnetic
circuit through the primary working (variable) airgap

thus provides an attractive force on the armature see Fig.
2. This bias flux can be modulated by flux due to the
stator coil mmf, to either aid or oppose the permanent
magnet flux in the working airgap and hence increasing
or reducing the force respectively as shown in Fig. 3 [2].
An advantage of this design is that the force modulation
does not involve passing demagnetising flux through the
magnet (although a small amount may pass through due
to leakage) as the coil flux takes a "parallel path" through
the secondary airgap as shown in Fig. 2. This makes the
device relatively immune to irreversible demagnetisation
which is especially important at high temperature and for
fail-safe applications. The specific actuator described in
this paper was designed to operate in an ambient
temperature of 230°C and to produce a permanent
closing force in the absence of stator current of at least
lkN at an armature displacement, and hence airgap, of
up to 2 mm. The degree to which this force can be
modulated is predominantly limited by the thermal
constraints of the materials used; this design
specification requires a modulation of ± 500 N in order
to control the position of the armature against a given
load. magnet flux path

coil
flux
path

Figure 2: Parallel-polarised, permanent magnet latching
actuator with schematic representations of the coil and

magnet flux paths.

A major objective in the design process was to
minimize the size and weight of the device. This was
done through the selection of high performance
materials, thermal analysis and design features
incorporated into the pole faces to linearise the force
characteristic allowing high force capability at large
airgaps. Operation in high temperature environments
inevitably incurs a mass penalty as the remanence and
coercivity of the permanent magnet, the saturation flux
density of the stator core and armature and the
conductivity of the stator all decrease with increasing
temperature, albeit at very different rates with the
decrease in coil conductivity having the most
pronounced effect on actuator size. Even ambient



temperatures of 230°C can produce quite a challenging
environment for such high force devices.

pennanent
magnet

In order to exploit the high temperature properties of
the materials used while ensuring that their temperature
limits were not exceeded an ANSYS axisymmetric finite
element thermal model was employed. This model
assumed, natural heat convection and radiation in ideal
black body surroundings with the device mounted
vertically in air. Analytical equations were used to
estimate the values of convection heat transfer
coefficient from the surfaces of the actuator as a function
of temperature [7] and a relative surface emissivity of 0.2
was assumed [8]. The current and resulting copper loss
in the coil were varied iteratively until the limiting
temperature was reached in either the magnet or the coil.
The model determined the maximum current density in
the coil at a 2 mm airgap to be 5 A/mm2 for steady state
operation see Fig. 4. Although the temperature in the
device was highest in the coil at 359°C it is the lower
operating temperature of the magnet at 350°C which
limited the current density level for this design. For
transient operations and taking into account the fixtures
for a specific application the current density could be
greater than this value. To enable operation at higher
current densities, future designs might involve filling the
secondary airgap, and voids between the magnet side and
outer pole with a non-magnetic material of similar
thermal expansion but high thermal conductivity....... ._ ~ ~ ~..,

~,>(-;A;_,

Figure 4: Half a cross-section of the axi-symmetric
actuator with a plot ofpredicted temperature in dc.

Fig. 5 shows the leading design parameters of the
actuator, which are defined in Table 1. To prevent shock
loads from collisions between the centre pole and the
armature being transmitted through the centre pole and
damaging the brittle permanent magnetic material the
centre pole is reduced in height by a small amount,
(named impact clearance in Table 1). The outer
dimensions of the actuator were fixed by the space
envelope available. The other dimensions were
calculated by analysis of dimensional trade-offs to meet
the requirements of modulation and closing force. For
example, the centre pole and outer pole inner diameters
(constrained to achieve equal pole areas) are selected to
accommodate a given coil area without significantly
increasing the coil slot height, which influences the
available height to accommodate the permanent magnet.

To reduce the size of the device (which should produce
at least 1leN of closing force at 2 mm or less) slots were
added to the pole faces of the stator and a corresponding
inverse protrusion to the armature surface. These features

magnet ux
coil flux aiding

closing force at zero current
for a specific airgap

magnet ux
coil flux opposing

force
modulation

o
Current

Figure 3: Generalised force versus current characteristics
for an actuator of the type shown in Fig. 2.

To minimise the actuator mass for a given force and
stroke specification, static and transient thermal analysis
were performed to predict the maximum sustainable coil
current density. As the particular specification considered
involves generating forces at comparatively larger
airgaps, a design feature reported in [3] which shapes the
pole faces has been incorporated with due modification.

2. Actuator Design and Construction
For operation in an ambient environment of 230°C

with allowance for self-heating, internal temperatures
within the coil are likely to exceed 300°C, and hence the
limits of conventional polymeric insulation systems. The
use of high temperature wires and high temperature
grades of permanent magnets is therefore essential. The
coil of this device was formed using Fujithermo A wire
which has a copper core conductor with nickel plating
and a convertible ceramic insulation coating. The wire is
manufactured with a polymeric layer to protect the wire
during coil forming. The wire has a continuous
temperature rating of 400°C for over 20,000 hours
operation before the breakdown voltage becomes
reduced by 50 % [4]. The formed coil was then over
wound with a mica tape and potted using a ceramic
potting compound. The packing factor (the ratio of
copper conductor area to actual winding area) for this
type of coil was 43% which is competitive with standard
wound coils. The net thermal conductivity of the coil was
measured experimentally in a custom test-rig which is
based on a standard uni-axial heat flow method [5].

High temperature grades of permanent magnets and
soft magnetic materials were used in this device
(samarium cobalt SmzCo17 and VACOFLUX 50 49%
cobalt iron respectively) [6]. The permanent magnet
material used had a remanence of 1.07 T (0.97 T at
230°C), and coercivity of 800 kA/m. Many soft magnetic
materials can be used at 400°C, which is the operating
limit of the high temperature wires used, with very
limited reduction in magnetic properties. For this design
a 49% cobalt iron material (which has a Curie
temperature of 950°C) was used, as it has a high value of
saturation flux density of2.35 T, which means the device
is smaller and lighter than if more conventional materials
were used.
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3. High Temperature Testing
A prototype actuator, the dimensions of which are given
in table 1, has been manufactured. Figs. 8 and 9 show an
lnstron loading frame test facility and the associated
oven (maximum rating of 350°C) which was used to
measure the static force-displacement-current
characteristics of the actuator. The actuator was initially
tested at room temperature then heat-soaked at 230°C
until a steady state temperature in all the components
was achieved it was then re-tested.

act to reduce the circuit reluctance at large airgaps and
produce regions of localised higher flux density in the
airgap than would be seen on a flat pole face device as
shown in Fig.6, and hence, increase the force within a
specific airgap range. Fig. 7 shows the open-circuit axial
force produced on the armature against airgap; for a
range of slot heights. These values were predicted by
finite element analysis, the force being calculated using
the virtual work method. From these results it can be
seen that a 2 nun high slot significantly improves the
force at 2 nun and hence achieves the specification;
however the penalty in terms of force can be seen at
smaller gaps.

Figure 5: Cross section of the actuator showing
leading design parameters

Table 1: Leading design parameters and dimensions of
the final actuator design

Figure 6: Open-circuit flux density at an airgap of 2
nun and with material properties for 230°C

Name Description Dimension

Ds Diameter of the stator 95mm

Dm Diameter of the magnet 70mm

Det Diameter of the centre pole 40mm

Diet Diameter of the lower part of the centre pole 36mm

Dot Diameter of the outer pole 86mm

Dlot Diameter of the lower part of the outer pole 93mm

Hbi Height of the back iron 6mm

Hm Height of the magnet 25mm

Huet Height of the upper part of the centre pole 3.5mm

Het Height of the centre pole 19.4mm

Ht Height of the extended protrusions/slots 2mm

Ha Height of the armature 6mm

AGs Radial airgap/clearance 0.1 mm

Intake Impact clearance 0.1 mm

Mass of actuator 2.84 kg



prototype and thermal expansion of the materials.
The measured force shown in Fig. 12 does not meet

the specification of lkN at the 2 mm airgap; however
there is good agreement between measured and predicted
characteristics at smaller airgaps.

4. Conclusions
This paper has provided a description of a permanent

magnet latching actuator capable of producing IkN at a
2mm airgap in ambient conditions of 230°C within a
relatively compact volume/low mass. The actuator has
been constructed from materials suitable for operation at
elevated temperature and has been validated at the
operational temperature.
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Figure II: Measured and predicted force against
current density for a range of airgaps at an ambient
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Figure 10: Measured and predicted force against
current density for a range of airgaps at an ambient

temperature of 24°C.
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The measured force characteristics at room
temperature and 230 °C for a range of airgaps and
currents are plotted in Figs. 10 and II with the
characteristics predicted using finite element analysis.
The results have a close agreement in terms of the
general trend with airgap, modulation of the force with
current and to the actual values measured.

There are some discrepancies, which may be attributed
to friction caused by interference/contact of the pole
protrusions on their corresponding slot. The clearance of
O.lmm may have been insufficient given the difficulty of
maintaining concentricity of all the parts within the
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Figure 12: Open-circuit measured and predicted force
against airgap at an ambient temperature of 230°C
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